






     It gives me great pleasure to write an introduction to the EUCY

of year 2007.

   This book acts as a record of the past academic year and as a 

memento for those leaving us. I hope that all students leaving in 

2007, in particular the Class of 2007, will treasure the memories 

this book will bring.

    I would like to take the opportunity to express my sincere gratitude 

to staff and students for their contributions to the school this year.

  I would also like to thank and congratulate the staff and student 

editorial team and to say how much I look forward to reading this 

book in its completed form.

With my very best wishes,

Geoffrey Fisher

Principal

Name: Geoffrey Fisher

Years at KIS: Two

E-mail: principal@kis.in
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We would like to honor those who have retired 
after making significant contributions to the KIS 

community.

Mr. J. S. Noble
26 years
Plumber

Mrs. Jayamary M.L.
2� years

General Worker

Mr. P. Subramani
10 years

General Worker

Mr. Michael Raj
10 years
Gardener

 Mr. Vincent M.
�0 years 

Senior Baker

Mrs. Sara Ann
Lockwood
9.� years

Admissions Officer

Mr. Antony B. Cruz
37 years

Assistant Baker

Mrs. Philippa (Pippa)
Mukherjee
18.� years

Health Teacher
& Guidance Counselor

Mr. K. Jayadevan
10 years

Hindi Teacher & HOD 
Second Languages

Mrs. B. Banumathy
1960 - 2006

IN MEMORIAM

Mr. Denzil Prince
8.� years

Woodwind Teacher
& Band Director

Retirements

Mrs. Roshan Ghosh
�6 years

Indian Dance
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Departments and Groups
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Top row:
Gregg Faddegon 
 (Vice Principal)
Geoff Fisher 
 (Principal)
Garry DeJong 
 (Dean of Students)

Bottom row:
Ganga Christus 
 (Finance Director)
Cheri Herrboldt
 (Chaplain)
Absent: Betsy Perkins 
 (Assistant Dean of Students)

Kaisar Dopaishi (IB)
Brian Nelsen (ES)
Asha Hariharan (MS)
Zoe Badcock (MYP)
Ajay Lall (HS)

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM
From left to right:

COORDINATORS
From left to right:
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Lulu VanHaltren
Shekinah Truman
Anita Roy

Top row:
Jerald James
Devi Jeyakodi
Angelina Nicholas
Rani David

Bottom row:
Anandhi Manoharan
Revathy Rajan
Susila Elias
Vasuki Kanakadhas
Absent: Antonyraj Peter, 
Alphonse S.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARIES
From left to right:

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT STAFF
From left to right:
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Helen Haeusler
Sylvia Faddegon (HOD)
Beth Yesudian

Top row:
Shantha Ragunathan
S. Palaniammal
Malani Devanandan 
 (Doctor) 
Fatima Bernard

Bottom row:
Selvarani Arockia
Vanitha Jobdoss
Indira Rani
S. Esther Rani
Absent: Gnanasoundari A.

ADMISSIONS
From left to right:

DISPENSARY
From left to right:
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Top row:
Cecilia Winfred
Reginald Edward
Patrick Hart
Garry DeJong (Dean)
Esther Paul
Indra Jayaprakash
Jane Samuel

Middle row:
Rebecca Devadoss
Sujata Tandon
Jayanthi Chandrasekaran
Christine Dopaishi
Celeste Jeyakar (HOD)

Bottom row:
Ruth Baweja
Betsy Perkins (Assistant Dean)
Shamala Joseph
Anna Jaikumar
Absent: Sam Luy (Counselor)

Suchitra Chettri
Stephanie Lisciandrello
Ru-Wang Christian 
Brian Nelsen 
 (Coordinator)

Anandhi Manoharan
Mary Edward
Annette Stixrud
Mini Cherian
Radhika Sagar

DORM PARENTS
From left to right:

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
From left to right:
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Charmaine Jesudoss
Asha Hariharan
Strother Purdy
Amalia Nickel
Wendy Brown
Margaret Das
Pramod Menon (HOD)

Top row:
Strother Purdy
Richard Mather-Pike 
 (HOD)
Harry Mondol
Garry DeJong
Kenny Samuel

Bottom row:
Dottie West
Ann Peck
Barbara Block
John Francis

ENGLISH
From left to right:

FINE AND PRACTICAL ARTS
From left to right:
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P. Paulraj
Joseph Anandraj
Godwin Manuel
Gilson Anthony
J. Victor Paul
V.A.M. Selvaraj
Sumitha Gerald
Absent: R. Panneer

Top row:
S. John, C. Peter, K. Antony Raj, 
S.A. Dass, J. Ribeke, 
R. Arockiam, John Peter, 
V.S. Sathya Moorthy, K.P. Raja, 
A. Vincent Kumar

Middle row:
K.S. Rani, R. Pallaniammal, 
A. John, I. Ramesh Babu, A. 
Adaikalam, M. Vincent, 
B. Antony Cruz, 
M. Krishnamoorthy, M. Gilbert, 
M.H. Thnagaraj, T. Prabakaran, 
S. Joseph, J. Mainson

Bottom row:
P. Surekha, N. Mary, J. Peter, 
D. Panchapalesan, A. Stephen, 
P. Sounder, Kirk Jerome (Food 
Services Manager), 
J. Antony Dass, C. Prabhuraj, 
M.G. Eugene

FINANCE
From left to right:

FOOD SERVICES
From left to right:
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Revathy Rajan
Christine Fernandes 
 (Guidance Counselor)

Elly Oenema (HOD)
Betsy Perkins

GUIDANCE
From left to right:

HEALTH
From left to right:
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Bryan Plymale (TOK)
Priscilla Selvakumari 
 (Social Experience and CAS)
Sheela Menon (TOK)
Kaisar Dopaishi 
 (IB Coordinator)

Rudy Wuthrich (ISM)
P. Jesuraj
Kumar Veerakumar
Shane Winfred
Jeeva Rani Thangaraj
Esther Liaquath 
 (Substitute)

Absent: 
Rahul Sharma
Usha Kasana (HOD)
Dency Michael
Banu Gopalakrishnan

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
From left to right:

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
From left to right:
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Top row:
Shreya DeMonte
Nancy Sanderson Swartz
Beth Yesudian
Billy Yesudian

Bottom row:
Aruna Rajkumar
Helen Haeusler
Sylvia Faddegon
Jeannette Purdy
Penny Ohana
Julie Stengele
Absent: Leigh Fisher

Sushma Sen
Susannah Howarth
Zai Whitaker (HOD)
Shanthi Ponraja
Sheela Thomas

Neal Stixrud, Annette 
Stixrud, Stella Singh

KIS COMMUNITY OFFICE
From left to right:

LEARNING SUPPORT
From left to right:
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A. Sahayam
Grace Michael
A.P. Kumaran
S.P. Pawate (HOD)
Absent: 
Vasu Balakrishnan
Gandhi Paulraj

Dan Winfred (HOD)
Donn Stengele 
 (Grounds Supervisor)
Bheeman
 Balasubramanian 
 (Project Manager)

LIBRARIES
From left to right:

MAINTENANCE MANAGERS
From left to right:
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Top row:
Donn Stengele, 
K. Perumal, S. Antony, 
I. Antonyraj, Edward, 
Christudass, Maria Dass, 
Richard, Alphonse

Bottom row:
Rajendran, Sathyamoorthy, 
Selvaraj, Apollo, Antonydass, 
Eddy, Anandaraj, Mani, 
Anburaj, Palaniswamy, 
Dan Winfred

Top row:
Nirmala, Juliet Daisy, 
Elizabeth, Jeyaseeli, Grace, 
Meena, Arockiamary, 
Antonyammal, Antonymary

Bottom row:
S. Jeyarani, Jegendambal, 
Saraswathi, Elsie, M. Jeyrani, 
Umadevi, Nagammalrani, 
N. Palaniammal, Fathima, 
Vasantha, Sironmani, 
Salethmary, Merlyn, Rathi

MAINTENANCE - OPERATIONAL STAFF
From left to right:

MAINTENANCE - OPERATIONAL STAFF
From left to right:
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Ajay Lall
Graham Lambert
Joice Selvaraj (HOD)
Cynthia Navamani
Ranjan Biswas 
Santhosh Punnoose

Vasu Balakrishnan
Usha Kasana
Mary Philip
Zoe Badcock 
 (MYP Coordinator)
Graham Lambert
Elly Oenema
Charmaine Jesudoss
Shekinah Truman

MATHEMATICS
From left to right:

MIDDLE YEARS PROGRAM
From left to right:
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Top row:
Paul Jaikumar
Denzil Prince
Chris Ostrander
Justin Screen

Bottom row:
David Perkins (HOD)
Ru-Wang Christian 
Minette Duncan 
Suzanne DeJong
Pratap Chettri

Top row:
Sither (Mama)
Sam Balachander (HOD)

Bottom row:
Jasmine Joseph
Sabrina Nayagam

MUSIC
From left to right:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
From left to right:
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Top row:
Samuel Janecke 
 (Intern)
Garry DeJong

Bottom row:
George Varughese 
 (Associate Chaplain)
Joe Roos III
Cheri Herrboldt 
 (Chaplain)
Lars Dedekind (HOD)
Amy Singleton

Priya Vethanayagam
Cheri Krause
Viren Fernandes
Navam Pakianathan (HOD)
M. Dhanalakshmi
Mary Philip
Philip Plammoottil
Zoe Badcock
Shereef Khadar
Absent: 
Lata Ponodath Roy
Ruby Mirnalini

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
From left to right:

SCIENCE
From left to right:
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Top row:
Sonam Yeshey
Raja Sen
K. Jayadevan (HOD)

Bottom row:
Pramod Trivedi
Isabel Fernandez Montes
Shobhita Kapila
Ruth Alexander
Absent: 
Montserrat Ribas Casellas

V. Joseph
Jayapaul
B.M. Xavier
M. Velmurugan
S.A. Babu
V. Ramu
Yesudass
Sahaiyaraj
Sounder Rajan
Prabhakar

SECOND LANGUAGES
From left to right:

SECURITY
From left to right:
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Savariar
Victor
Mohideen 
 (Head Watchman)
Salaith Nathan
Baktavachalam
Manoharan
Ramesh
Albert

   

Top row:
Praveen Ingilela
John Francis
Bryan Plymale
Samuel Janecke

Bottom row:
Priscilla Selvakumari 
 (HOD)
Dottie West
Caye Poe

SECURITY
From left to right:

SOCIAL EXPERIENCE
From left to right:
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Mataji Sharma
Narender Dalal
Anjuli Kaul-Padte
Atul Deshpande
Kaisar Dopaishi (HOD)
Rajeev Dixit
Cheryle Jerome
 

M. Raja
R. Rajasekar
M. Benjamin Felix

SOCIAL STUDIES
From left to right:

STOCK ROOM
From left to right:
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Antonyraj Peter 
S. Alphonse

Esther Liaquath

J.M. Pushparaj
S. Xavier
J.P. Jayaprakash 
 (Travel Manager)
R. Purushotham 
 (Around the World Manager)
Isaac Selwyn
Absent: 
R. Babu
C. John
Sathyanathan E. John
M.A. Christopher

TELEPHONE OPERATORS
From left to right:

TRAVEL OFFICE
From left to right:
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From left to right: 
Back: Ujen Gurung, Sherrard 
Wallang, Dhiraj Kim, Mithran 
Gopinath, Maya Vardaraj, Samantha 
Abraham, Namzay Kumutha, Uttara 
Pant, Karan Batra, Yiwang Pindarica, 
Panmei Gailianglung

Middle: Mr. Balachander, Patros Alex, 
Ranga Gunasekaran, Deep Paul, Ishan 
Balwani, Ben-Li Christian, Yogee 
Pandya, Karma Yangchen, Lashnya 
Duncan, Camelia Vajifdar, Anisha 
Dossa, Amy Kim, Zimbiri Seldon

Front: Siddhant Pradhan, Andrew 
Kim, Rishan Shrestha, Nova Ropp, 
Grishman Hirode, Sayang Ropp, 
Rushika Paulas, Gayatri Sarin, 
Nisha Tandon, Nikita Naiknavare, 
Kumseok Jung

From left to right:

Standing: Nimesh Ratnayake, 
Jabez P. Udaykumar, Rohit 
Pothukuchi, Nisham 
Contractor, Jamyang 
Phuntsho, Shaan Agarwal, Fareena 
Contractor, Naveena Selvaraj, 
Amrutha Pulikottil, Natalya Ratan

Sitting: Irene Alfred, Karma 
Yangchen, Misol Kwon, Rabia K. 
Fareed, Steffi Selvaraj, Sasha 
Somasekar

Absent: Ishita Pateria, 
Spoorthi Kumar, Latoya Ferns, 
Yoon Jung

Kodai Athletic Club

Peer Encouragers
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From left to right:

Standing: Mr. R. Biswas, 
Samantha Abraham, Maya 
Vardaraj, Soo-Rim Park, Ishita 
Pateria, Samana Gururaja, Tanvi 
Devidayal, Maela Ohana, Faraz 
Usmani, Gayatri Sarin, Nisham 
Contractor, Shaan Agarwal, Jeet 
Chatterjee, Nikita Naiknavare, 
Fareena Contractor, Natalya Ratan, 
Ruhi Bhatia, Amrutha Pulikottil

Sitting: Hannah Chamberlain, 
Sukanya Gupta, Leeza Mangaldas, 
Nisha Tandon, Grishma Hirode, 
Rishan Shrestha, Ara Ryu, Ekta 
Chitalia, Hea-Lim Choi, Butool 
Jamal, Kumseok Jung

From left to right:

Standing: Mr. Ostrander
Rushad Mistry (Tenor)
Jee-Yoon Kim (Soprano)
Gaia Lim (Alto)
Rishan Shrestha (Tuba)
Namzay Kumutha (Alto)
Sitting: 
Kumseok Jung (Bass)
Da-Yang Jeong (Soprano)

National Honor Society

AMIS Intl.Choir/Band Festival-Luxembourg
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William Kim, Rohit Pothukuchi, 
Shafquat Azad, Shaan Agarwal, 
Nishant Prasadarao, Minhaz Khan, 
Norbu Gurung, Wontae Chae, Jeet 
Chatterjee, Namzay Kumutha, 
Nikunj Mehta, Yiwang Pindarica, 
Icchya Gyawali, Prinston Wilson, 
Divya Maben, Vikas Mandalya, 
Tanvi Devidayal, Yoon Jung, Pema 
Choki, Rishan Shrestha, Anchit 
Agarwal, Ara Ryu, Mi-Sol Kwon, 
Deepika Ranjit, Shweta Katre, 
Grishma Hirode, Leeza Mangaldas, 
Maia Sethna, Nisha Tandon

Raychen Jana, Zenden 
Dorji, Amulya Gyawali, 
Divija Mohan, Ankita 
Henry, Lhundup T. Lama, 
Angshu Natarajan, Kilp 
Barfungpa, Sushant 
Prasadarao, Rinzova 
Renthlei, Ketsa Jerome, 
Jessica Abraham, Faraz 
Wahlang, Vikram 
Ekambaram, Kimi 
Sapthanga

Student Council (STUDCO)

Middle School Council (MIDCO)
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Hea-Lim Choi, Mr. Pratap  
Chettri, Ji-Hye Park, Amy Kim, 
Priyanka Agrawal, Ara Ryu, Adi 
Sagar, Emi Kakumoto, Noah 
Chettri, Ornella Halawi, Zoi 
Jahau, Panmei Gailianglung, 
Yo Seok Jung, Ali Chittalwalla, 
Yeo-Myung Kim, Bona Kim, 
Soo Yeon Lim, Andrew Kim, 
Sherrard Wallang 

Absent: Sea Hyun An, 
Hye-won Jung, Jessica Kim, 
Soo Rim Park, Kyu Sung Sim, 
Faraz Usmani, Jason 
VanHaltren    

Top row: Ben-li Christian, Joel Nicholas, 
Nishant Prasadarao, Dharam Kapila, 
Christopher Marianathan, Umesh Bagle, 
Rushad Mistry, Jonathan Samuel, Mr. Chettri  
2nd row: Nova Ropp, Namzay Kumutha, 
Leeza Mangaldas, Hae-Leen Cho, Fareena 
Contractor, Butool Jamal, Reshma Misra, 
Naveena Selvaraj, Mr. Ostrander  3rd row: 
Karma Yangchen, Jessica Billage, Gaia Lim, 
Jee Yoon Kim, Kumseok Jung, Wontae Chae, 
Mrs. DeJong, Da Yang Jeong, Hye Jin Kim, 
Irene Alfred, Kara Perkins, Rachel Laitflang 
4th row: Faraz Usmani, Mr. Screen, Mr. 
Perkins, Vignesh Gandhiram, Mr. Jaikumar, 
Rishan Shrestha, Priyanka Agrawal, Ornella 
Halawi, Andrew Kim, Soo Rim Park, 
Kyusung Sim, Sherrard Wallang, Panmei 
Gailianglung Bottom row: Hye-won Jung, 
Jessica Kim,Yo-Seok Jung, Jason Vanhaltren, 
Amy Kim, Ara Ryu, Bona Kim, Hea-Lim 
Choi, Yeo-Myung Kim,  Jayoon Hong, Emi 
Kakumoto, Soo Yeon Lim, Aditya Sagar 

Orchestra Trip To Mumbai

String Ensemble
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From left to right:

Samantha Abraham 
 (President)
Wontae Chae 
 (Vice-President)
Yiwang Pindarica 
 (Treasurer)
Rishan Shrestha 
 (Secretary)

From left to right:

Minhaz Khan
 (Treasurer) 
Kumseok Jung 
 (President)
Namzay Kumutha 
 (Vice President)

Absent: 
Irene Alfred
 (Secretary)

Studco Officers (Semester 1)

Studco Officers (Semester 2)
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From left to right:

Yeo Myung Kim
Ornella Halawi
Soo-Rim Park
Amy Kim
Emi Kakumoto
Mr. Chettri

AMIS Intl. String Ensemble - China
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Activities
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KIS Field Day
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  KIS Field Day
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Social Experience (SoEx)
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High School Hikes
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Elementary School Field Trip
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Elementary School Hikes
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Formal
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Republic Day
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Independence Day
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Senior Sneak
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Spirit Week
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Field Trip Week
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Music Field Trips
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Kodai Open Soccer Tournament 
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Theatre
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Camp
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Sports
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BASKETBALL - SUPER SENIORS BOYS

BASKETBALL - SUPER SENIORS GIRLS

    Andrew K.   Ujen G. (Capt.)
   Manu M.      Ben-Li C . 
   
 Aswin K.                 Yogee P.   
 Ishaan B.   Ranga G.  Nakul Y. 
                   Neel T.

Standing: Coach Donn Stengele, Nakul Yadav, Neel Tolani, Rangarajan Gunasekaran, Ujen 
Gurung, Manu Moorching, Yogee Pandya 
Kneeling: Aswin Kumar, Ben-Li Christian, Ishaan Balvani, Andrew Kim

Top row: Ankita Kumari, Fareena Contractor, Maybar Tsering
Bottom row: Namzay Kumutha, Anisha Dossa, Nikita Naiknavare, Yiwang Pindarica, Karma 
Yangchen, Natalya Ratan

 Namzay K.(Capt.)  Maybar T.  
  Ankita K.              Anisha D.    
                 
                Karma Y. 
                Fareena C.     
    Yiwang P.   Nikita N.
                         Natalya R.   
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SOCCER - A TEAM - DINDIGUL

SOCCER - A TEAM - KODAI OPEN

               Inkyu Y. 
 Kilp B.                 Andrew K. 
 Varun V.            (Vice Capt.)

 Kyu-Sung S.          Thinley D.
              Kumseok J.
                  (Capt.)

               Mithran G.
 Joseph K. Rishan S.  Rian B.
                           Arun S.
                 Jeet C.
  Sylvan H.

               Inkyu Y. 
 Kilp B.                Andrew K. 
                          (Vice Capt.)
         
   Norbu G.         Kumseok J.
                             (Capt.)
               Mithran G.     
 
Joseph K. Yoseok J. Rishan S.  

                  Jeet C.
               Eujung K.

Standing: Sylvan Haeusler, In Kyu Yeo, Jeet Chatterjee, Thinley Dorji, Mithran Gopinath, 
Kyu-Sung Sim, Arun Srithar, Joseph Kim
Kneeling: Varun Varadaraj, Rian Bahadurji, Andrew Kim, Kumseok Jung, Rishan Shrestha, Kilp 
Barfungpa, Coach Sither

Standing: Coach Sither, Joseph Kim, In Kyu Yeo, Mithran Gopinath, Jeet Chatterjee, Ujen Gurung
Kneeling: Yoseok Jung, Kilp Barfungpa, Kumseok Jung, Andrew Kim, Rishan Shrestha
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    Harry K.  Arun S.
    Karan B. (capt.)

Johnny M.            Thinley D.                   
                Kyu-Sung S.

Asif A.    Mingi K.      Toshi L.
          (vice capt.)  Ashwin K.

                Sylvan H.
                Issam A.   

SOCCER - X TEAM

SOCCER - SENIOR TEAM

 Varun V.           Sherrard W.
              Sahil E.                   
           
  Young-Su C.         Karma G.
   Panmei G.             (Capt.)

                      Teddy M.  
 Dhiraj K.   Ali C.    Imcha L.
                                    Hikaru T.  
                  Pathros A.
                  Husni U.                     

  Thinley D.              Arun S.
                               (Capt.) 
 Karan B. Matyas H.  Harry K.

   Kyu-Sung S.       Min Gi K.

 Asif A.    Toshi L.   Johnny M.
                             Aswin K.
                Sylvan H.
                 Issam A.

Standing: Min Gi Kim, Kyu-Sung Sim, Matyas Hamere, Thinley Dorji, Johnny Marak, Karan Batra, 
Toshi Longchar
Kneeling: Harry Kim, Asif Ahmed, Aswin Kumar, Arun Srithar, Sylvan Haeusler. Absent: Issam Ahmed

Standing: Hikaru Takahashi, Dhiraj Kim, Teddy Murphy, Ali Chitawala, Sherrard Wallang, Path-
ros Alex, Sahil Engineer, Karma Gyurmey, Imcha Longchar
Kneeling: Husni Uwise, Young-Su Choi, Varun Vardaraj, Panmei Gailianglung, Vivan Eyben
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VOLLEYBALL - SUPER SENIOR GIRLS

VOLLEYBALL - SENIOR GIRLS

Standing: Coach Julie Stengele, Rushika Paulas, Yukta Sagar, Zoi Jahau, Sabina Shakya, Kara 
Perkins 
Kneeling: Steffi Selvaraj, Krishnapriya Balanarayanan, Nadisha Sagar

Standing: Coach Sam Balachander, Nikita Naiknavare, Maela Ohana, Samantha Abraham, 
Namzay Kumutha, Louise Grant, Uttara Pant 
Kneeling: Monisha Mukhija, Nisha Tandon, Maya Varadaraj, Yiwang Pindarica, Lashynna 
Duncan, Deepika Ranjit

                 Uttara P.   
 Namzay K.              Nikita N.

 Maela O.                Louise G.   
               Lashynna D.           
                  
              Yiwang P. (Capt.)
                Nisha T.
             

 Samantha A.          Maya V.    
 Monisha M.      Deepika R. 

Rushika P.               Sabina S.

                  Priya B.          
 Zoi J.         (Capt.)

 Steffi S.                     Kara P.    
                 Yukta S.            
 Nadisha S. 
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VOLLEYBALL - INTER GIRLS

SOCCER - SUPER SENIOR GIRLS

Standing: Coach Jasmine Joseph, Wenona Rai, Zenden Dorjee, Nyima Ohana, Remi Jahau 
Kneeling: Ria Das, Kunsang Wangmo, Raychen Jana, Kimi Sapthanga

                               
                           Kimi S.
                   Remi J.

 Ria D.                   Zenden D.

                Wenona R.
                Raychen J.

 Kunsang W.          Nyima O.
       (Capt.)

               Carolyn C.
Yiong P.                   Nova R.
Maela O.                  Mi-Sol K.

Zimbiri S.              Fareena C.
Grishma H.              (Capt.)

Yukta S.                     Steffi S.
       Rosemary C.    A Ra R.     
                     Krishnapriya B.  
                   Sabah U.
                    Sri N.K. 

Standing: Fareena Contractor, Sri Nandini Krishnan, A Ra Ryu, Yiwang Pindarica, Rosemary Cole-
man, Grishma Hirode, Mi-Sol Kwon, Maela Ohana, Nova Ropp
Kneeling: Yukta Sagar, Krishnapriya Balakrishnan, Steffi Selvaraj, Zimbiri Seldon, Sabah Usmani, 
Carolyn Conant
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INDOOR HOCKEY - SCHOOL TEAM

TRACK AND FIELD - SCHOOL TEAM

Top row: Pathros Alex, Sherrard Wallang, Christopher Braunholz, Mithran Gopinath, 
Sebastian Austen, Ujen Gurung
Middle row: Chris Wallace, Varun Vardaraj, Dhiraj Kim, Azra Bhagat, Laura Miller, Yiwang 
Pindarica, Nimesh Ratnayake, Carolyn Conant
Bottom row: Tyler Stengele, Rushika Paulas, Sayang Ropp

From left to right: Karma Yangchen, Gayatri Sarin, Grishma Hirode, Mi-Sol Kwon, Coach
Sabrina Balachander, Steffi Selvaraj, Carolyn Conant

Mi-Sol K.                Gayatri S.

                 Grishma H.
                   (Capt.)

  Steffi S.             Karma Y.      
                  
                 Carolyn C.

 
              Mithran G. (Capt.)

      Nimesh R.             Sherrard W.
 
  Dhiraj K.       Norbu G.   Varun V.

Christopher B.  Yiwang P.  Chris W.

Sebastian A.   Pathros A.     Azra B.

 Carolyn C.   Rushika P.   Laura M.

Sayang R.        Tyler S.
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TENNIS - SUPER SENIOR BOYS

CRICKET - SUPER SENIOR BOYS

Top row: Aaron Chamberlain, Intisar Ahmed, Sahil Engineer, Ujen Gurung, Mithran 
Gopinath, Shafquat Azad 
Bottom row: Coach Sam Balachander, Faisal Kagri, Vipin Agarwal, Preet Koticha, Asif Ahmed, Pra-
teek Singhi, Husni Uwise, Siddhant Pradhan, Christopher Marianathan

Clockwise from top left: Deepabrata Paul, Karan Batra, Rishan Shrestha, Rushad Mistry

          Rishan S.

                          
                         Karan B.

      Rushad M.

                                      
                   Deepabrata P.

Aaron C.                        Faisal K.

Intisar A         Husni U.  Siddhant P.   

Preet K.           Ujen G.    Asif A.
          (Capt.)

Prateek S.                   Mithran G.

Shafquat A.

                     Sahil E.         Vipin A. 
Christopher M.
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FIELD HOCKEY - SUPER SENIOR GIRLS

Standing: Carolyn Conant, Gayatri Sarin, Coach Sabrina Balachander, A Ra Ryu, Yiwang 
Pindarica, Karma Yangchen, Deepika Ranjit
Kneeling: Grishma Hirode, Zimbiri Seldon, Steffi Selvaraj, Irene Alfred, Mi-Sol Kwon, Sabah Us-
mani

Gayatri S.              Deepika R.
Mi-Sol K.                Yiwang P.

Zimbiri S.             Grishma H.
Irene A.

Carolyn C. Steffi S. A Ra R.    
                                Karma Y.

                Sabah U.
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Dorms
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Bartlett East

Vivan Eyben, Aswin Kumar, Gokul Bakshi, Benson Keisham, Namcha Penjore, Andrew Kim, Dhiraj Kim, 
Faraz Usmani, Christopher Emmanuel, Anchit Agarwal, Farhan Parekh, Vikas Mandaliya, Sherrard 
Wallang, Rian Bahadurji, Sung-Jun Kim, Mr. Reggie, Dale Crasto, Pathros Alex, Yogee Pandya, Matyas 
Hamere, Dhruv Trivedi, Yong-Su Choi, Mikhial Mehra

What is the first thing that comes to your mind when I say “BARTLETT EAST?”

Henry: Uhh... 
Dale: Oh no! Aswin’s back!
Aswin: Reggie. No!!     
Yogee: Ah-duh, drunken monkey!
Farhan: Who took my shower?   
Sung-jun: Ahh, Pliss
Vikas: I hate school     
Rian: I really love her man!
Dhruv: Woo Hoo! Dorm treat!  

Dhiraj: I joke!
Anchit: Ouch!      
Faraz: I’m the one doing this write-up!
Vivan: Huh?      
Reggie: Be good boys!
Gokul: Freaky!
Mikhial: Regg-meister!
Matyas: Boredom!
Namcha: Kuuuul!
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Bartlett West

     Take a look around dorm. You’ll find Nakul and Prinston sitting on their beds having skittle shots “laugh-
ing away to glory” or Prinston and his “weird study habits” of staying up to 3am? Or you may find rock star 
Toshi sleeping on the floor with Johnny because he’s still petrified of the movie he saw last formal. Look 
up and you’ll see Nikunj with his head under the blanket pretending to be sleeping when you can hear the 
click-click of buttons as he is messaging his secret love. You’ll find Neel rocking to house music which to 
Mrs. Winfred is nothing but “rubbish” and noise pollution, the “thud-thud” she hears from the subs in the 
senior rooms at night. Downstairs you’ll find Min-Gi playing football on his comp during study hall whilst 
Umesh and Panmei are having karaoke nights. 
     You’ll find Ishaan hunched over the dorm comp staring fatally, waiting for a reply. Karan Nath running 
round in a towel during study hall saying “Ms. Ms., can I have my food back Ms.”, while everyone is playing 
too fast and too furious, trying to find an empty place to rest their laptops and beat each other to get-
ting wireless cuz in dorm, the first two people get it, three if your lucky and no one else who’s late. You’ll 
always find Rahul’s “hub thub” (trying to speak English) echoing throughout dorm. Go upstairs to the fresh-
men unit (originally “G” unit three years ago) and you’ll find them all sitting whispering and laughing softly 
so Mrs. Winfred can’t hear them. Soon 11:30 falls and you can hear nothing in dorm, except for the silent 
buzz of exhaust fans. 6:30 am, knock knock, guys wake up and the next thing you know you’re waking up 
realizing its 7:25am. You’re running with bath towels, tooth brushes, toothpaste, soap, shampoo, socks and 
shoes making for door cuz dorm just does not have enough showers. Locker room saves us all… well, those  
blackjack, catch 10 nights are over… “so long, good time, I like”.

Toshi Longchar, Min-Gi Kim, In-Kyu Yeo, Nakul Yadav, Neel Tolani, Johnny Marak, Prinston Wilson, 
Mrs. Cecilia Winfred, Jurmey Singay, Imcha Longchar, Husni Uswise, Hikaru Takahashi, Karan Nath, 
Satvik Thaker, Panmei Gailianglung, Siddhant Pradhan, Seo-Jin Hyung, Nikunj Mehta, Jie-Su Yang, 
Karan Misra, Ishaan Balwani, Aalim Javeri, Umesh Bagle, Varun Varadaraj
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Lower Boyer

Top row (left to right): Mrs. Jayaprakash, Radhika Bhuyan, Aahana Miller, Alice Park, Rushika Paulas, Fareena Contractor 
Middle row: Da-Yang Jeong, Ju-Won Kim, Ji-Hye Park, Lena Krause, Karma Yangchen, Natalya Ratan, Amrutha 
Pulikottil, Hea-Lim Choi, Butool Jamal, Sabina Shakya
Bottom row: Azra Bhagat, Ruhi Bhatia, Richa Misra, Nerisha Bhansali, Priyanka Agrawal  
Absent: Pranjali Mitra, Nerisha Bhansali, Priyanka Agrawal

TOp 

Priyanka ● The fashion freak and Hollywood gossip bee, 
no chance of boredom with her! 
Sabina ● Aussies beware, she’s not as innocent as she looks. 
Aahana ● Sunday movie watching, hard working girl who 
adds the colour. 
Da Yang ● Doesn’t say much, but well known to be the 
quiet, considerate one who gets all the phone calls from a 
certain Bangalore-based Korean. 
Ruhi ● Highly prone to temporary OCDs for cleaning 
iTUNES, fits of controllable laughter and adores Miss Mari-
amma until... 
Pranjali ● Defense mechanism for the big bad world - 
sleep, iTUNEs, MSN and sleep. 
Nerisha ● Message Roommaid… you want some more 
“Buhenstich”? Or maybe some sugarcane? Your doggie was 
seen taking away your sweet tooth. 
Lena ● Nerisha hopes you will be able to cross the road on 
her own with or without her “monkey.” 
Amrutha ● “Oh my God, there’s dirt there” (when there is 
no dirt to be seen). “But there really is dirt there” *whines*. 

Natalya ● Arsenal, Love, ??? 
Fareena ● “We HAVE to wake up tomorrow! …at three...
and have a shower...and go to breakfast at six….ya okay...
I’m going to sleep now. Hail Jet Audio!” 
Richa ●  Tangled up in blue, red, green, yellow…. 
Butool ● Is going to be magically transformed into a to-
tally impeccable Korean one day. 
Hea Lim ● “Wake Up! Mr. Darcy is waiting from you with a 
message from Yamashita. 
Radhika Bhuyan ● School, msn, phone, sleep, One Tree Hill. 
Azra ●  Eats noodles from a nice, big, green mug. Our 
very own Cranberries singer. 
Karma ● The hottest ditz KIS has ever seen. 
Ju Won ● Juju mama, cool, sexy and HOT! 
Ji Hye ● Can’t sing truly but she’s the one to make her 
room-mate smile when she’s sad. 
Alice ● Wicked roomie! Sweet, fun, friendly and loves to 
get her groove on. 
Rushika ● The sweetest, kindest, nicest, craziest choco-
late lover!

The room-mates speak…
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Upper Boyer

Top row (from left to right): Kavitha Selavaraj, Pema Choki, Ye-Ji Hyun, Zimbiri Seldon, A-Ra Ryu, Mesha Bhansali, 
Gayatri Sarin, Nikita Naiknavare, Rabia Fareed, Shweta Katre, Avani Venkateshwaran, Mrs. Joseph
Middle row: Yu-Jin Chung, Cheong A. Lee, Sanam Mahmood, Yeo-Myung Kim, Zai Tandan, Sabah Usmani, Kristina 
Schegel, Bottom row: Divya Maben, Anusha, Akanksha Janardhan, Yiwang Pindarica, Ye-Won Park

TOp 

The following predictions are fictional. Any resemblance to real characters is coinicidental and unintentional.

Akansha: Drives away in her Mercedes Benz…  
Yu Jin: Learns that sharing is caring
Nikki: Finally manages to stay in a steady relation-
ship
Rabia: Turns evil   
Gaya: Becomes obese…OH MY GOD!!!!!                 
Ara: Moves to Bhutan… (to be continued)
Avani: Goes to Berkeley on scholarship and marries 
geek               
Anusha: Paints EVERYTHING yellow
Zimbiri: Her line of boys continues to increase         
Kavi: Hogs all the computers in the world
Shweta: Has web page dedicated to her sexy pout 
Ye-Won: Finally goes for her first canteen
Mesha: Finally learns to complete homework… but 
sadly still fails...  
Divya: Goes to some big college, but realizes she’s 

left her heart in Kodai
Yiwang: Finally admits she’s not fat and becomes a 
model
Yeo-Myung: Becomes the next model for a Korean 
Barbie doll
Yea Ji: Finally gets her ‘S’ figure but unfortunately 
goes bald for repeatedly exposing harmful chemi-
cals to her hair
Sanam: Becomes the next owner of Raaste… but 
scares away customers because of her horrid laughter
Sabah: Realizes that there is something called her 
hairbrush… but still hasn’t figured out how to use it as 
yet
Pema: Becomes an original “Hustler”
Zai: Becomes world renowned D.J 
Cheong A: Continues to enjoy magic shows, not for 
the magic
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Claverack

Mrs. Paul, Neeraj Lalwani, Abhijeet Singh, Kyu-Sung Sim, Issam Ahmed, John Ringer, Anuj Iyer, 
Deep Paul, Seok-Jun Kim, Sea-Hyun An, Jei-Su, Rohit Pothukuchi, Intisar Ahmed, Manu Moorching, 
Ashish Alaichamy, Sunny Jobanputra, Emmanuel Christopher, Raj Ghelani, Salar Mahmood, Zeeshan 
Firasta, Ali Azar, Kevin Kenny, Preet Koticha

“Where you goin’ Pape?”
“Sorry, Pape.”
“Aye Munna.”
“Gimme pen.”

“Lemme play Xbox.”
“Dear John, Keep Eating.”

“Bubu the freshie…oops I meant senior!”

… Very united …
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 Ye-Eun Choi, Soo Jin Lee, Sung-Kyeong Kim, Vedhika Arvind, Seul-Ah Lee, Eun-Hye Joo, 
Mahathi, Eun Jee Joo. Dorm parent: Ms. Ruth Baweja
Absent: Sangmo Tenzing Lama, Sangye Tseyang

 Why we like this dorm: 

It’s fun - Vedhika

The coolest part are the people - Sangmo

Most of all, I like my dorm parent – Mahathi

I like the dorm because it is small and it feels like home – Sangye

Sometimes I like it and sometimes I don’t. But this dorm is nice. I like
 staying with these people – Eun-Hye

I like it because it is like a house and there is love and kindness – Ye Eun

I like this dorm, but I don’t like fighting with people. I like my dorm parents – Eun Jee

I like my dorm because it is like a house and my dorm mom is so nice and kind 
– Sung Kyeong

Edmonstone
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Kennedy

Camelia Vajifdar, Roumayne Mahapatra, Elena Dutt, Ankita Henry, Nitya Chibber, Ridhi Ghelani, Nikita Hemani, 
Brahmini Goud, Yoon Jung, Deepika Ranjit, Anisha Dossa, Prithvi Hirani, Maia Sethna, Mi-Sol Kwon, Samana Gururaja, Maya 
Vardaraj, Soo-Rim Park, Monisha Mukhija, Vartika Chaudhry, Astha Bhatia, Subha Hariharan, Mrs. Devadoss, Grishma 
Hirode, Jung-Hyun Kim, Su-Ji Lee, Chandni Agarwal, Persia Ferdousi, Roshni Hemlani, Ja-Yoon Hong, Jae-Ah Lee

Mrs. D: I hope to see all the wishes of my Kennedy 
girls granted…            
Brahmini: I pray that the Dhobi pays for how much 
he has worn me out…      
Anisha: NYU, NYU, NYU, NYU… hmmm… Neya Yoshi 
University    
Monisha: Monisha :) Hey Deus… can you come online?
Roshni: I pray for all the hungry people in the world…     
Chandni: Harry Krishna, Harry Rama                    
Nikita & Ridhi: Gujju Bramha, Gujju Vishnu, Gujju 
Devo, Maheshwara… Deepika, Yoon 
Vartika: CHEMISTRY!!!!!!!!!!
Ankita: Will the real Ms. Cynthia please stand 
up…please stand up…      
Roumayne: My blue fork, may it safely return…
Nitya: I hope everyone will sort their garbage Monday…
Ja Yoon and Ji A: I hope nobody throws our fish away….

Soo Rim: Aswin’s on the basketball team?! Oh, 
sorry… my poor kidnapped ID card
CHORUS: For the volleyball team, people in the 
dish, and the basketball team…
Mi-Sol: Hai Bhagwan!  
Persia: I pray for all the Christians…
Maia: I pray for Mrs. D and her family and world 
peace…  
Camelia: Please forgive our SiDs
Prithvi: Lord, buy me a Mercedes Benz so that I can 
go back home…    
Su Ji: Yo!
Astha: Mummy, Daddy, BOMBAY…
Samana: I need to clarify that I am communicating 
with a genderless God  
Maya: For Soo Rim’s mental health…
Amy: AHHHH…. MEN

Our dearest hopes and wishes
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Loch End

Top row (from left to right): Minhaz Khan, Ranga Gunasekaran, Sung-Yeup Kang, Karma Dechen, 
Norbu Gurung, Alok Elias, William Kim, Seung-Taek Oh, Richard Kim, Eui-Jung Kim
Second row: Imaad Lalljee, Faisal, Kshitij Agarwal, Kyu-Bin Yeom, Nisham Contractor, Shaan 
Agarwal, Jammy (Asif Ahmed), Min-Chul Shin, Tenzing Lama, Rhys Fernandez
Third row: Umedh Bharany, Baron Collins-Hill, Vipin Aggarwal, Jamyang Phuntsho, Ali 
Chitalwala, Thinley Dorji,  Karan Batra, Tenzing Cheme, Max Clark, Aakash Chadalavada
Bottom row: Mr. and Mrs. Sam

Every morning at 6:��, we hear a sweet sound calling out our names and knocking at our 
doors. We see that fair-lady first thing in the morning. With her motherly love she wakes us 
up. All 30 of us, like obedient children, listen to her and get ready for school. We all are like 
brothers of different nationalities at Loch End. Mrs. Sam, our mother, cooks the best food in 
the whole KIS community. We all gather at 9:00pm to eat this delicious food. We all uphold the 
name of Loch End and help each other in times of need. It is truly a home away from home.
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Lochend School House

Top row (left to right): Amulya Gyawali, Giuliano Fama, Mrs. Jaikumar (Dorm Parent)

Bottom row: Hee-Sung Kim, Kenji Kakumoto, Tushar Kim, Julian Manning, Neil Monterio, 
Rinzova Renthlei

Giuliano: God of Food
Tushar: God of Abuse
Amul: God of Flirts

Julian: God of Torture
Rinzova: God of Silly Mistakes

Kenji: God of Freakiness
Neil: God of Chipmunks

Hee-Sung: God of Communication (always on the phone)
Mrs. Jaikumar: Goddess of Starvation
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Penryn

Top row: Nathan Hash, Wendel Mendonce, Su-Hyeok Seong, Ha-Uk Chung, Raj Chavda, Wontae 
Chae, Aditya Mukhija, Hyung-Jun Kim, Nithin Karivardhan
Second row: Mrs. Balachander, Eu-Young Kim, Yoseok Jung, Jeet Chatterjee, Rishan Shrestha, 
Shafquat Azad, Nimesh Ratnayake, Jabez Udaykumar, Vivek Nongrum, Ajeya Vardaraj
Third row: Kumseok Jung, Siddhant Shas, Zuben Rikeleen, Prateek Singhi, Jurmey Karchung, 
Rohan Mehta
Bottom row: Kei Takahashi, Husni Uwise, Jerin Abraham

There is probably only one dorm in the world which has
three cats, three dogs, a rabbit, a duckling, Kodai’s very own Dave Mustaine,

the Bhutanese break-dancer competing with his Nepali counterpart,
the kid from Japan happily living next to his Korean dorm-mates,

the one and only Bangladeshi Rajnikant with his loyal sidekick from Coimbatore.
There is probably only one dorm in the world in which movies are filmed,

barbecues are cooked, roofs are climbed, eggs are thrown,
dosas eaten and Sunday church activities conducted.

Well, that dorm would have to be no other than Penryn
 – all watched over by our Mr. and Mrs. B. 
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Phelps

Top row (left to right): Mrs. Beth Yesudian, Ria Das, Tamkin Haider, Anusha Jiandani, Angshu 
Natarajan, Vrusti Kanakia, Eutha Gyaltshen, Zenden Dorjee, Remi Jahau, Wenona Rai, Raychen 
Jana, Karen Rai, Hae Ju Han, Ye Eun Lee 
Middle row: Ankita Henry, Siobhan Forbes, Kimi Sapthanga, Tenzin Kyizom, Seo Yeon Jung, 
Kunsang Wangmo, Mi Hee Jung, Eun Hye Kim, Seo Yeon Jung, Bo Hye Kwon, Leeseul Lee
Bottom row: Pema Wongmo, Hishita Nanwani, Mi-hee Jung, Divija Mohan

From loud music in almost every room; to boys waiting on the stairs; to the cold 
nights; to the big social room; to the yummy Monday night dorm treats; to the girls 
screaming from one room to the other; to be the only ones with night study in the 
study hall (it’s not a bad thing though)... Our dorm is simply the best and no matter 
our differences in culture, language and tradition, when we come to PHELPS we are 
one...
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Sherwood

Top row (left to right): Ricksel Namgyal, Yoedzar Gyeltshen, Jamsel Tshering, Kilp Bar-
fungpa, Aditya Vora, Arjun Bisht, Krunal Kabutarwala, Yashonandan Mundhra,  
Min Gyu, Jun Kyo Park, Han Gil Jung, Dong Gyu Lee, Se Young Kim

Bottom row: Narsingh Dixit, Lhundup Lama, Sai Krishna Reddy, Siddharth Singhi, Aravinda-
raj Bruno, Min Gyu Lee, Carvin Contractor, Keon Hee Jo
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Solvik

Top row (from left to right): Sukanya Gupta, Ekta Chitalia, Sasha Somasekar, Emi Kakumoto, 
Hea-Leen Cho, Jee-Yoon Kim, Ga-Ae Lim
Second row: Mrs. Jeyakar, Zainab Waheed, Maybar Tsering, Tenzin Wangmo, Rachel Jayaprakash, 
Soo-Yeon Lim, Latoya Ferns
Third row: Sayang Ropp, Carolyn Conant, Tanvi Shanghavi, Pooja Khiatani, Sanam Rawal, Reshma 
Misra, Krishnapriya Balanarayanan, Vidhya Subramanian
Bottom row: Laura Miller, Tanvi Devidayal, Juhi Valia, Ishita Pateria, Varsha Ponnappa, Nova 
Ropp, Saffron Wiehl, Uttara Pant, Leeza Mangaldas
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Westover

Top row (left to right): Jamphel Namgay, Mr. Patrick Hart, Sahil Ratnam, Mr. Sam Jannecke
Second row: Vedant Agrawal, Narain Ratan, Vikram Ekambaram, Singye Yonten, Abhilash Deswal, 
Terry Travasso, Hyun-Ho Kim, Rinngheta Renthlei, Jae-Hyeok Shin
Third row: Remo Reuben, Do-Won Chun, Da-Vin Kang, Ameer Khemchandani, Joshua David 
D’Cunha, Vrutant Kanakia, Jeong Yeup, Faraz Wahlang, Janith Ratnam
Bottom row: Seong-Ik, Tae-Hong Kim, Jayjit Mohanty, Jin-Hoon Park, San  Bae
Absent: Nithin

26 boys, dorm parents and a building,
the perfect ingredients for a really fun place.

It may not have the best furniture,
but it has everything else,

an outdoor football field and covered courts.
Anyway, it’s the people in the dorm that count.

It’s like a home away from home,
a place to laugh, learn and grow.

The usual jokes and arguments make you
feel right at home with your own brothers.

This is Westover.
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Wissy

Top row (from left to right): Faseeha Malek, Prioska Uke, Sarah Sheker, Pooja Sheth,  Sneha Saigal, 
Mrs. Tandon, Hye Jin Kim
Second row: Aanchal Gulati, Naina Chhibber, Naina Kapoor, Mi Su Jang
Third row: Ornella Halawi, Pema Choden, Sumi Mahmud, Bona Kim, Min Jin Park, Michelle Var-
ghese,  Mallimalika Gupta, Ria Gyawali, Mira Khandpur, Namzay Kumutha
Bottom row: Trisha Satra, Zoi Jahau, Ruby Casellini, Shiny Panderla, Spoorthi Kumar, Icchya 
Gyawali, Praerana Gyawali

Down the thousand stairs, lies a castle on its own. Inhabited with 28 fairies 
and a Fairy Godmother looking after them. Mornings filled with ‘dring drings’ 
and fluttering from one room to the other. Seven fifteen flying and flickering 
to their rooms to gain knowledge of the fairy land they are living in. Some 
work into the wee hours in the morning, living on caffeine while the others 
sleep peacefully with nothing to worry about. “Nine pm dorm snacks dear” 

and they congregate, the craziest fairies in town. 
This castle is WISSAHICKON, it is surely a home away from home. 
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Day Scholars

We’re day scholars...
 

We roam around Kodai, 
always free after school. 

We don’t need passes 
‘cos we’re cool. 

We eat at home.
We have hot water galore,

no cold showers,
who could ask for more?

133 day scholars - here are a some of them, plus a few day-scholar wannabes.
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Students
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From left to right: 
Micah Yesudian, Myra Dedekind, 

Aydn Luy, Lydianna Nelsen, 
Kelita Jerome, Sanjana Lall, 

Jakob Wuthrich, Dominik Wuthrich

Teacher: Mrs. Mary Edwards

Preschool
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Top row: Rohaan Joseph, 
Anushka Sen, Ashish Trivedi

Bottom row: Prashant Sarkar, 
Aaryan Dalal

Teacher: Mrs. Radhika Sagar

Kindergarten
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Grade 1

Ephraim Michael 
Jane Jaikumar 

Jacob Luy 
Isaiah Nelsen 
Anjali Roos

Nuni Ramnath
Oliver Sewell

Teacher: Mrs. Suchitra Chettri
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Grade 2 

Sime Victor Paul
 Aadit Sen

Sanjaya Lall
Cyrus Nelsen

Teacher: Mrs. Suchitra Chettri
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Grade 3

Sarah Brown
Maxwell Coleman

Kinley Tsering
 Namita Navam
Triansha Biswas

Isaac Purdy
Eleanor Fisher
Tanya Murphy
William Sewell

Teachers:  Mrs. Amanda Coleman
Ms. Stephanie Lisciandrello

Mrs. Annette Stixrud
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Grade 4

Hannah Billage, Sung Kyeong Kim, 
Joseph Luy, Kares Jerome, 

Tara Murphy, Yuganshi Singh, 
Ruth Philip, Tae Hong Kim, 

Akil Hameed, Jayjit Mohanty, 
Wytze Ramnath

Teachers: Mrs. Annette Stixrud 
Ms. Stephanie Lisciandrello 

Mrs. Amanda Coleman 
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Grade 5

Sitting: San Bae, Timothy Philip,
 Janith Ratnam, Mrunal Patel, Rhea Roy, 

Emma Mather-Pike, Vedhika Arvind, 
Mahathi Reddy, Josephine Purdy, 

Irfana Hameed 
Absent: Laura Brown, Imogen Sewell 

Standing: Ringheta Renthlei, Jamie Shin, 
Soo Jin Lee, Caroline Chettri, Becca Brown, 

Seul Ah Lee, Eun Jee Joo, Ye Eun Choi

Teacher: Mrs. Mini Cherian
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Grade 5 Grade 6

Top row: Ye Eun Lee, Vedant Agrawal,   
Singye Yonten, Vikram Ekambaram, Jeong Yeop Lee, 

Tyler Stengele, Jin Hoon Park, Seong Ik Cheong,   
Ketsa Jerome, Priyadarshini Panchapakesan

Sitting: Joshua D’Cunha, Seo Yoon Hyun, Karen Rai, 
Faraz Wahlang, Hyung Ho Kim, Tenzing Sangmo  Lama, 

Sangye Tseyang, Jessica Abraham

Standing: Vrutant Kanakia, Nitin Monteiro, Narain 
Ratan, Alfred Samuel, Joel Navam, 

Ameer Khemchandani,  Nadia Jayaprakash, 
Chechong Lhamo

Teachers: Mrs. Mataji Sharma and Ms. Lynea Harrill  
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Grade 7

Top row: Dongyub Kim, Lhundup Lama, 
Ricksel Namgyal, Krunal Kabutarwala, Keon Hee Jo, 

Abilash Deswal, Amrito Verrelli, Zenden Dorji, 
Kimi Sapthanga, Siobhan Forbes,  Bo Hye Kwon, 

Leeseul Lee

3rd row: Remo Reuben, Sampras Selvaraj, 
Jose Selvaraj, Sahil Ratnam, Mikhail Fernandes, 

Terry Travasso, Hae Ju Han, Tenzin  Kyizom, 
Pema Wongmo, Kunsang Wangmo

2nd row: Prashant Kapila, Allan Alphonse, 
Siddharth Singh, Aravindaraj Bruno, Da Vin Kang, 

Hee Jin Cheon, SivaRanjani Veerakumar, Hishita Sawlani

Front row: Min-Gyu Lee, Mi Hee Jung, Vivian Samuel, 
Yashonandan Mundhra
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Grade 8

Back row: Anusha Jiandani, Tamkin Haider, Ria Das, 
Angshu Natarajan, Eun Hye Kim, Ankita Henry, Persis Patrick, 
Deki Palden, Gaia Mather-Pike, Andrew Selvaraj, Arjun Bisht, 

Amulya Gyawali, Julian, Jamsel Gyaltshen, Giuliano Fama,
Kilp Barfungpa, Han Gil Jung, Tushar Kim, Dong Gyu Lee, 

Hee Sung Kim, Rinzova Renthlei, Narsingh Dixit 

Bending: Carvin Contractor, Sheahan Devadoss, Neil Monteiro, 
Cyril Cherian, Kenji Kakumoto, Aditya Vora, Se-Young Kim

Kneeling: Divija Mohan, Seo Yeon Jung, Sushant, Vivek Paul, 
Vrusti Kanakia, Winona Rai, Raychen Jana, Remi Jahau, 

Eutha Gyaltshen

Absent: Jun Kyo Park, Nitikant Kasana, Yeosar Gyaltshen
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Grade 9



Grade 9

Unity... random... naughty... studious... funny... 
weird...adventurous... water balloons... 

lockers... doggie pile... tardy bell... camp... 
Freshmen: THE BEST! 
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Sheryl Abraham
Anchit Agarwal
Chandni 
  Agrawal
Preeti Baweja
Umedh Bharany

Astha Bhatia
Andrew Billage
Aakash 
  Chadalavada
Raj Chavda
Noah Chhetri

Pema Choden
Pema Choki
Yu-Jin Chung
Elena Dutt
Hans Shakti
  (Tobin) Haeusler

Ornella Halawi
Roshni Hemlani
Jayoon Hong
Ngurzoi Jahau
Mi Su Jang

Aalim Javeri
Rachel 
  Jayaprakash
Goldie Jesolit
Hye-Won Jung
Dharam Kapila
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Kenny Kevin
Bona Kim
Eui Jung Kim
Hyung Jun Kim
Ju Won Kim

Richad Kim
Sung Jun Kim
Imaad Lalljee
Cheong Ah Lee
Jae Ah Lee

Soo Yeon Lim
Aakansha
  Mahanty
Salar Mahmood
Sumi Mahmud
Christopher 
  Marianathan

Reshma Misra
Aditya Mukhija
Karan Nath
Alice Park
Ji-Hye Park

Sharad Patel
Rushika Paulas
Philemon 
  Patrick
Varsha
  Ponnappa
Sayang Ropp
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Nadisha Sagar
Jonathan
  Samuel
Kavitha 
  Selvaraj
Su Hyeok Seong
Abhijeet Singh

Zach Stengle
Vidhya
  Subramanium
Kei Takahashi
Zai Tandan
Satvik Thaker

Juhi Valia
Varun 
  Varadaraj
Arjun
  Venkatesh
Edward Oh
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    Grade 10



Grade 10

Sophomore’s here… of KIS. We are known for our enthusiastic, multi-
talented skills... an honorable and independent class. We are like brother 
and sister and we stick by each other for life. We are known for all the 
things we do. You will find all different kinds of people: tall, short, thin, 
fat, weak and buff! Just look at us! We have the future KIS football 
team. Check our class band (emerald green) and their musical talent. We 
are amazing in basketball - we finished third in Kodai Open basketball 
tournament. We have the brightest students in all subjects. We love 
doggy piling, water balloon and egg fights - and lots more. We are crazy 
football fans and go crazy over Manchester United (the best soccer club 
in the world). We honor and respect people for what they have done. We 
support our school,  so 1...2...3...�... who do we cheer for...
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Grade 10
Priyanka  
  Agrawal
Intisar Ahmed 
Alex Pathros
Sea Hyun An
Gokul Bakshi

Krishnapriya
  Balanarayanan
Azra Bhagat 
Mesha Bhansali
Jessica Billage
Aaron        
  Chamberlain

Naina Chhiber Ali 
Chitalwala
Young Su Choi
Max Clark
Rosemary 
  Coleman

Carolyn Conant
Dilanie 
  Devadoss
Sahil Engineer
Vivan Eyben
Persia Ferdousi

Latoya Ferns
Rahul Goud
Ria Gyawali
Seo Jin Hyun
Ye Ji Hyun
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Jurmey 
  Karchung
Gyurmey
  Karma
Akshay 
  Kaul-Padte
Naseef Khan
Mira Khandpur

Jung Hyun Kim 
Dheeraj Kim
Preet Koticha
Rachel 
  Laitflang
Chung Jae Lee 

Su Ji Lee
Hyun Ho Lim
Imcha
  Longchar
Sanam
  Mahmood
Rohan Mehta

Aditya Menon 
Aahana Miller
Charlie Mohl
Teddy Murphy
Panmei
  Gailianglung   

Min Jin Park 
Ye Won Park
Kara Perkins
Sri Ram
  Ponraja
  Srirameswaran 
Siddhant 
  Pradhan
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Kiranram 
  Ramesh
Sanam Rawal
Zuben Rikleen
Aditya Sagar
Yukta Sagar

Naveena 
  Selvaraj
Steffi-Amrita   
  Selvaraj
Siddhant Shah
Sabina Shakya
Min Chul Shin

Jurmey Singay
Benson Singh
Prateek Singhi
Hikaru 
  Takahashi 
Sabah Usmani

Husni Uwise
Sherrard 
  Wallang
Jie Su Yang
Yangchen Zam
Zimbiri Seldon
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    Grade 11



 

Grade 11

The 11th grade is a funny mixture of amusing people. Each person 
is a unique extension of our wonderful grade. We tend to drive 
everyone up the wall, but in the end, they will remember us for 
our innate love of life. Although KIS might be more peaceful and 
more conducive to learning without us – it would never be the 
same without the class of 2008.
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Jerin Abraham
Kshitij Agarwal
Vipin Aggarwal
Ashish 
  Alaichamy
Irene  Alfred

Kyu Bin Yeom
Alireza Azar
Rian Bahadurji
Ishaan Balvani
Rohit Benjamin

Vartika  
  Chaudhry 
Tenzing Cheme
Nitya Chhiber
Ekta Chitalia
Hea-Leen Cho

Ben-Li 
  Christian
Emmanuel    
  Christopher
Ha Uk Chung
Dale Crasto
Thinley Dorji

Lashynna
  Duncan
Alok Elias
Amal Eugene
Rabia Fareed
Umesh Bagle
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Joel Fernandes
Rhys Fernandez
Zeeshan Firasta
Raj  Ghelani
Ridhi Ghelani

Aanchal Gulati
Ranga
  Gunasekaran
Mallimalika
  Gupta
Sukanya Gupta
Ujen Gurung

Sylvan 
  Haeusler
Nathan Hash
Nitin Hemani
Anuj Iyer 
Da Yang Jeong

Sunny
  Jobanputra
Yo Seok Jung
Yoon Jung
Shyam
  Kabutarwala
Mohammed
  Kagri

Emi Kakumoto
Naina Kapoor
Nithin
  Karivardhan 
Yangchen
  Karma
Minhaz Khan
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William Kim
Pavandeep Koka
Lena Krause
Ankita Kumari
Mi-Sol Kwon

Tenzing Lama
Ga Ae Lim
Roumayne
  Mahapatra
Faseeha Malek
Sangeetha

Maretvadakethope

Mikhail Mehra
Wendell 
  Mendonce
Karan Misra
Rushad Mistry
Manu Moorching

Joel Nicholas
Vivek Nongrum
Deepabrata Paul
Namcha Penjor
Jamyang
  Phuntsho

Andrew Kim
Hye Jin Kim
Jee Yoon Kim
Seok Jun Kim
Joseph Kim
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Class of 2007,

I just looked one more time at your grad picture (overleaf) 
thinking what an amazing group of people you are. So 
talented, so unique – each one of you! All together – so 
diverse, so beautiful, so much potential! 

Some of you I have known since Elementary School days, 
and with pleasure I allow pictures of your growth and 
development to pass my mind. Some of you have joined 
recently and yet have so much been a part of our school 
and of the class of 2007. 

Obviously, you will be missed by us and most likely there 
will be days when, indeed, you too will miss your old 
school. But then, you cannot dwell in the past. Wherever 
you go next, you will need to make it home. You will make 
new friends, face new challenges and further develop your 
gifts and strengths. 

And then, some day you will most likely return, maybe just to visit, maybe to bring your own children, 
maybe to join the staff or give direction on the Council. KIS will have changed and so will you. But you 
will still revisit the places of memory: your dorm, your classroom, the gymkhana, the flag green. You will 
look up into the blue sky, catch a faint smell of eucalyptus and freshly mowed lawn; you will hear the 
happy chattering of students walking over the premises; and it will be as it always has been — Home!

May God bless you!

Pastor Lars Dedekind
Class Sponsor of the Class of 2007
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     Kumseok Jung

            7

jungkumseok@gmail.com

     Faraz Usmani

            4

    faraz.u@gmail.com

Why so green 
and red

and lonely?

It’s all
good



     Rishan Shrestha

            2

 rishan.shrestha@gmail.com    

At the moment I have 
still not come to terms 
with the fact that I am 
graduating but hopefully 
it will sink in soon.  Many 
of you may know what
it feels like but when it finally does hit me, I 
know for sure I will miss this place.  It’s hard to 
imagine that I won’t be seeing the same faces 
that have walked passed me for the past two 
years.  Jeet, my son, it is time you take control 
of your life.  It would take too long to thank 
everyone but I will miss you all.  Uttara, I can’t 
imagine a senior year without you. You cared 
so much to put up with me for 7 months and 
that’s what I’ll miss about you the most.  Mama, 
Dad, Sweta, thank you for your phone calls, 
especially at times when I needed to step back 
and take a breath.

    Jeet Chatterjee

            2

jeetu_rulz@hotmail.com

I was told Kodai would be the stepping stone 
between school and college. But in these two 
years, I have realized that Kodai actually is 
the beginning - the beginning of the making 
of the man I want to be, and the life I want to 
live - and that will not be forgotten.
Mummum, Papa & Robyn - the three most 
important people in my life - tuma dher 
aadhor er jonne amhi kokhono kichoo korte 
parbo.
Friends that I have made, people that I have 
met, I will not forget you… and you won’t 

forget me.
It’s been good. And will 
be better.



     Leeza Mangaldas

            4

leezamangaldas@hotmail.com   

    Uttara Pant

            9

 uttarapant@gmail.com

A spontaneous girl who can will herself to turn red. 

A slightly pretentious connoisseur of independent 

music. 

A curly haired, beautiful girl whose poems make my 

heart melt. 

A boy whose big heart hides behind his big shades. 

A girl whose lateness and craziness is always forgiven 

because of her infectious smile. 

A boy whose patience, silence and “gaps” I fell in 

love with. 

I’ll see you in New York 

City.



Mum, Dad, Bhavna, Kavita..
i love u …thank u..everything was 
worth it…. • Sushi • Nagercoil 
• Bombay • Kovalam • Spaz • Loser 
woman • D • Kovalam • Camp 
• Gufo!!!!! • French • HI�!.. • crepe 
station • Tag me! • Hi baby!! • Pani 
hai?.HAI! • Gaylord • Red light 
• Magma • Uterus • Donnie • Hairy 
• Dindigul!! • Dodgy • Wife! • stupid slum • tattoo • I swear on 
your head! • Shopping • Driving • Eating • Retard • Umbilical 
carnival • WHY IS MY LIFE SO STRESSFULL! • I’ve got your baby! 
• Prom • Formal • Carlton • Pudgy • Khanpati.! • Muah! 
• StupidPE! • Pink! • smile • Deargod! • dooobie • coimbatore! 
• mudiada..yenna • listen vixy! • PIZZA! • Naad! • complete and 
utter retard • shady • “I hate the taste of lipgloss” • Hotel Tamil 
Nadu • ”your presence is required” • Saturday/Sunday lunches 
• that’s not my name • GPI • Hippie invasion • Breakfast club • our 
statue • maiu • nose • im hungry!!!!... Im still hungry! • Drama! 
• Beep • Luv • Surprise! • Camster • Forever • Live n love • Pritva! 
• “erm wat time is it?” • Sexy time • that night • “ye mera dil” 
• Camelia • Prithvi • Ruby • Maela • Uttara • Nova • Neel • Nikunj 
• Nakul • Ishita • Faraz • Maia • Anisha • Nisha • Nikita • Riri 
• Jeet • Saffron • Leeza • Nera • Gaya • Ishita • Thank you for 
everything. …sorry if I hurt any of u..wasnt meant to happen...
u were all there for the good times… the bad times…remember..
this is just the beginning.. we still have the rest left….cheers.

     Vikas Mandaliya

            2

vmandaliya@hotmail.com   

     Maela Ohana

            12

 maela.ohana@gmail.com

So much to learn, nothing to lose

A beautiful past and a future to choose

So much to finish, nothing to do

Orange Red White Green Brown Pink Blue



     Ruby Casellini

            5.5

   rubes28@gmail.com    

     Nova Ropp

            4.5

 nova.ropp@gmail.com

Now that this chapter has ended, it’s time to say 
goodbye. 
Camelia, Anisha, Prithvi, Nisha, … ditzes foreverrr. 
Hahaha… Maia… my jaan I love you.  Utts, Maela, Leeza, 
Vikas, Faraz thank you for being there to talk to and 
have completely awesome moments with. Ruby, blood 
couldn’t bring us closer. And Sayang… my real sister… I’ll 
always be there to watch over you.
Laura, Tanvi D, Ishita, my dorm buddies… thanks for 
making dorm so fun.
All the guys in our grade who have been there for me…
You all made a difference.
Saffron, my ducky…You will forever be a part of me. I 
know I’ll see you again real soon. We have shared tears, 
fights, laughter, smiles, I can’t let go of the memories I 
keep tightly locked up. 

Sorry to those of you who I 
haven’t mentioned
I’ll miss all of you…

Excess baggage again? 
I will forever remember 
the days filled with 
laughter on flag green.
I will forever remember 
the people who 
“colourfulized” my life green, pink, white, 
brown, blue and orange in Kodai.
And . . .
I will forever remember the day I got lost in 
Kodai.
Do not wait for me to wave, good luck and 
goodbye, however goodbye is just a pause in 
play.



     Shiny Panderla

            7

shiny.panderla@gmail.com    

     Spoorthi Kumar

            2

 spoorthi.kumar@gmail.com

  I can’t believe I am graduating. I can’t believe I 
lived for two years on a mountain and studied in a school 
like KIS. I can’t believe I have to leave my annoying yet 
loving teachers. I can’t believe I made so many friends 
and it’s time to leave all of them behind…leave this hill 
station behind….
 
I would like to thank my parents for simply being there 
for me. Appa and amma, thanks for everything… love you 
guys sooo much.. 
 
 My lil sis..Varshi…you are my angel..and I will 
always love you
 Akka…you are the most annoying, clever, big 
sister I could ever have..and for that I love you.

Kodai has and will be a special 
place for me. I will miss my 
teachers, my friends, my dorm 
---everything. But for now my 
future awaits…

            Sail away mates,
   Spoorthi Kumar

To everything, there is a
season, and a time to
every purpose.

A time to be born and a time to die
A time to kill and a time to heal
A time to break down and a time to build up
A time to weep and a time to laugh
A time to mourn and a time to dance
A time to get and a time to lose
A time to keep and a time to cast away
A time to keep silence and a time to speak
A time to love and a time to hate
A time of war and a time of peace



     Hea-Lim Choi

            4.5

sweet3lime@hanmail.net    

     Bu-Young Jessica
             Lynn Kim
        5

jesslynnbukim@gmail.com

“I must see new things and 
investigate them. I want to 
taste dark water and see 
crackling trees and wild 

winds.”
 

Egon Schiele

THANKS TO EVERYONE…!

…I thank you God the 
most, and please guide 
me right till the end of 
my life.

I thank my parents for your consistent love 
and care….

Lastly…

Let’s keep our precious memories forever and 
seek the ways to live meaningful lives!  

Ha! Love Class of 2007!!!



     Yeo-Myung Kim

            5

dks_x_yms@hotmail.com    

     Shweta Katre

            2

nirvanarulz_7@hotmail.com

When I first joined Kodai, I was a small rather quiet girl..
and now 2 years later..im…still small..but no longer the 
quiet little thing I used to be. I guess Kodai has that 
kinda effect on you..you’re suddenly this whole new 
person and you don’t really realise it…summing up 2 
years in 150 words is so hard…but I guess I have to try…
anywho..first things first..a shout out to all my buds out 
there…grishma, tanvi, shaan, nisham, jammy, batra, 
icchya, neel, johnny and a whole load of others…sorry 
I didn’t mention names..it’s the word count..but I still 
love u guys to death…you’ve made my two years here 
in the IB..the funny and craziest ever… thanks to all 
my teachers for putting up with the late deadlines and 
stuff...time management doesn’t go down so well with 
us..lol..mum n poppy luv u guys as well…thanks for 
everything..and my evil sibling…and to that someone 
who I wish was here right now.. lurrrv ya…so yeah..
Kodai’s the best thing that’s ever happened to me..and

trust me juniors..make most 
of ur senior year..it’s the 
best ever...leave you with 
that…laters.

Like all great travellers,
I have seen more than I remember,

and remember more than I have seen
 

- Benjamin Disraeli



     Tanvi Devidayal

            2

tanvidevidayal@hotmail.com   

     Grishma Hirode

            2

 grishu21@hotmail.com

Hmm, Hmm, Hmm. Therz so much to write and 
therz hardly any space! So, I’m gonna make it 
“short n sweet!” Startin off conventionally, I thank 
all my frndz here for makin’ it “like so totally 
awesome!!!” OMG!!! I’ll be outta this village!! 
On the top of a hill!! But I’m gonna miss it like 
crazyyyyyy!! I hope my frndz know that I’m talkin 
bout ALL u guys rite??? Well if u don’t, too bad…
fogged id.. hehe haha hoho (LOL).. no no.. I lou u 
guys.. mwaaaahhhhhhh… I wanted to make fun of 
a few of u but oh well.. I decided to be nice.. Since 
u’re not around me n I’m probably missin u while 
u’re reading this.. ok now I have to say a very ‘me’ 
thing (you wud know if I’ve eva written u notes) ..  
       Keep Smiling always!!

Saying good-bye is the 
hardest thing. Leaving 
friends you have lived 
with almost everyday 
for two years. Not being 
able to barge into each 
other’s rooms and just 
the fact that some of us will never meet again 
or for a while, scares me. Grishma, Radhika, 
Pranjali, Shweta, Sri, every single one in Solvik, 
Nera, Shaan, Aswin, Rudi, Yogee, Nakul, Batra, 
Issam just everyone in Kodai, whether we spoke 
or not just seeing familiar faces and having you’ll 
around made everyday in Kodai awesome for 
me. Gonna miss every one of you tooooo much. 
As for my parents and siblings, thank you for 
supporting me through my Kodai days and helping 
me survive with the trillion packages of food!! 
Love and miss all my sexy muffins!! xoxo



    Shaan Agarwal

       2

 shaanaga@hotmail.com 

    Nisham Contractor

        2

nisham_contractor@hotmail.com

Coming to Kodai has been one of the best decisions of 
my life. In just two years this school has transformed 
me.

There is an amazing sense of companionship in this 
school. I am sure that the friendships that I have made 
here will endure the test of time. We eat together, 
sleep together, watch movies together (yup sometimes 
we even shower together…….no not really!!!). We end 
up doing everything together. I will definitely miss the 
moments that I have spent with the friends that I have 
made here.

My experiences from studying to simply hanging out 
with friends will always be etched in my memory.

I will always cherish the two 
years that I have spent as 
a student in this wonderful 
school. 

Two years in Kodai, feels like I 
have been here since forever. 
I have learned so much, and 
made relationships that will 
last forever. Living in Lochend 
for two years, I had the most 
exciting experiences with 
crazy people like Nisham, 
Batra, Jammy, Vijay, Rhys, Thinley and everyone, the 
Lochend treatments were legendary. Chilling with my 
buddies Shweta and Grishma at Tavas, sleepovers with the 
Bartlett gang are moments that I will treasure forever...
Before I came to Kodai, I was quiet and always by myself 
but now Kodai has prepared me for college life, but I 
can’t picture leaving Kodai, my friends, teachers (Kaisar), 
sitting outside student lounge aimlessly.……………………… 

‘You cannot help but learn more as you take the world 
into your hands. Take it up reverently, for it is an old 
piece of clay, with millions of thumbprints on it.’ 

Special thanks to my parents for convincing me to study 
at KIS. 

Love all you guys, keep in touch.



Lochend, Lochend treatments,
breakfast at Tiffany’s, 
canteens, field trips, 
sneak, long weekend,
dropping someone to dorm, 
suspension, BRF, restrictions. 
Where to end a box full of 
memories that no one can 
forget? The best part of our 
lives has just died. Dad, mom, and Sarika I love you guys 
so much, don’t know how to thank you guys for sending 
me here, Kodai has changed my life and has taught me 
so much which I would not have learnt if I was in any 
other school. Thank you so much, love u guys. Yo - this 
is my final goodbye to all hommies out there. Thanks to 
you my stay at Kodai was a blast. Jammy, thanks a lot for 
everything, man, four years as roommates, done so much 
together, will never forget you. Peace out. 07 forever. 

“We ride together, die together bad boys for life” ….BRF
 “You know I know Cristiano”

I can’t believe four years have passed by so fast. Seems 
like that day, I was trying my best to be as cool as my 
friends and do whatever I could to be like them. But with 
time I realized that you don’t have to be like anyone to 
be cool, all you have to be, is YOURSELF. All this wouldn’t 
have been possible without Abbu and Ammu, my little sis 
Timmi, and my amazing friends, who have been with me 
through good and bad times. Batra… thanks for always 
being there dude and I hope everyone graduates (haha... 
that goes to Batra and company)... And hope I will see 
you again sometime later in my life. 

“One may smile, and smile, and be a villain.”

“Please smile when you 
think of me… my body is 
gone… that’s all.”

    Karan Batra

       5.5

 karanbat@gmail.com 

    Asif Ahmed (Jammy)

       4
 

 jammy_66@hotmail.com



    Nakul Yadav

       4

 nakuly@hotmail.com 

    Neel Tolani

       7

 tolani22@gmail.com 

Dad and ma, seven years in Kodai is a long time. 
It feels likes ages ago that you dropped me off at 
Sherwood. Graduation doesn’t feel real, but as it 
draws closer, each memory and experience here 
seems to build within me. Kodai has taught me 
many lessons about life which are priceless, lessons 
which I probably would have not learned growing 
up anywhere else. I want to thank you for guiding 
me and supporting me through troubled times and 
encouraging me in whatever I’ve decided to do. I 
love you both and look forward to spending time 
with you. Varun and Jehangir, thanks for everything, 
most of all your love and advice. I love you both. 
Lastly, to all those in Kodai who were there for me 

when I needed you the most, 
you know who you are, 
thank you for everything, I 
will never forget you.

Thank you mom and dad. I 
want to take this opportunity 
to thank all of you. To 
someone very special: thank 
you for always being there 
for me and for helping me 
since 9th grade. To all my BW 
hommies, thanks for helping me through my years at 
KIS. To everyone else, CHILLLAX!! Finally to the class 
of 2007: Let me tell you something you already know. 
The world ain’t all sunshine and rainbows. It is a very 
mean and nasty place and it will beat you to your 
knees and keep you there permanently if you let it. 
You, me, or nobody is gonna hit as hard as life. But it 
ain’t how hard you hit; it’s about how hard you can get 
hit and keep moving forward. How much you can take, 
and keep moving forward. That’s how winning is done. 
Now, if you know what you’re worth, then go out and 
get what you’re worth. But you gotta be willing to take 
the hit, and not pointing fingers saying you ain’t where 
you are because of him, or her, or anybody. Cowards 
do that and that ain’t you. You’re better than that!



    Johnny Marak

       8

johnny.marak@gmail.com 

    Meyatoshi Longchar

       6

toshi.longchar@hotmail.com

I would like to thank God, my family, friends 
and teachers for making my life wonderful.
I would like to thank:
-My parents for giving me the opportunity to 
come to this school and never giving up on 
me.
-My younger brothers Imcha and Alem for 
sharing this world with me
-Friends for their support and guidance...
-Thanks to everyone in this school for making 
my school years a most memorable one.



Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to 
explain. It’s not something you learn in school. But if 
you haven’t learned the meaning of friendship, you 
really haven’t learned anything. 

- Muhammad Ali

Back in 6th grade I didn’t want my parents to send 
me here, but now I thank them everyday. Seven 
years spent here wouldn’t have been the same 
without my 6th grade buds, my 4yr roommate, my 
time in Swedish house, the high school bros (the 
family) and the teasing (which I really didn’t mind). 
Will miss this hill, from the dances of lounge, the 
time spent together, to the soccer practices and 
the politics. Thanks to my families (who backed me

 and have faith in me), my 
friends without whom life 
would have been dull, the 
good friends who helped 
me when I was down and 
to the girl who knows 
my every smile, love you 
all….

    Arun Srithar

       6

 arun57@hotmail.com 

     Issam Ahmed

       7

 issamahmed69@hotmail.com

Another new leaf as I 
leave Kodai…It has been 
a long road at Kodai; 
“six years woah!!!” 
– Korean. It has been a 
big step for me coming 
to India after living a life in England and it will 
be a big one as I leave. I had fun while it lasted 
(playing indoor soccer). I will miss excusing 
my absences after the limit three, “NOT!!!” 
– Borat, and will miss my friends who are close 
to me “you all know who you guys are”. I have 
too many memories to fit on this page (bad 
lunch, boring assemblies...). “Always dare to 
be yourself”.



Dale/dhruv/matyas…to all six 
of you…goodbye to moronity 
and ‘chilling’. 
B.E. sophomores (bakshi/
w h i t i e / b l a c k i e / d h i r a /
sherrard/yonz/henry), freshies 
(including fp) and my fav 
juniors (riannamchaandreew) 
gonna miss all the times: 
special shout out to vivan, goks and patty.
To all them senior boys…godbless and thank u for 
everything (especially gift’s from west).
To my friends: Gonna miss chilling, Chennai, going to 
momma’s house, X Team, suiting up, Swedish house, 
loch end freshman year, WEST and of course worshipping 
soccer( bye mama).
Maela/NISHAM/Wontae/Kumpi/Shiny/Spoorthi/Jess/
MithuandMabz…gonna miss hanging with ya’ll especially.
Teachers: I MADE IT (ha-ha Reggie, Mrs. Ford and Mr.D)
LB…He he. Adieu for sure this time. (Nera and Mesha - see 
you in Bombay)
Neel, Yogz, Nakul, Johnny and Jammy…won’t miss you 
guys because I know you guys won’t go away.
Richa, time’s awasting; let it waste till we meet again. 
Akka, amma, appa…see you soon.
Mom and ANGIE, Thank you and you’re welcome.
To all those who think I missed you…check the part that 
says friends.

     Aswin Kumar

       5

 aswink89@hotmail.com 

     Nikunj Mehta

       5

nikunjrulz@hotmail.com



     Richa Misra

       2

richa.purple@gmail.com

     Butool Jamal

       4

butool_busybee@hotmail.com

Onetreehillcatwomanonedaywe’
regonnaflysohigh Life’s a lot more 
fun when you’re not responsible for 
your actions. 
KaleidescopeeyeslucyISinthesky-
calvinandhobbes That’s the dif-
ference between me and the rest 
of the world! Happiness isn’t good 
enough for me! I demand euphoria!
Babybutterflymommidnightmad-
nessboysarestupidthrowrocksatthem Life’s disappointments are 
harder to take when you don’t know any swear words. 
Peanutbutterandoreosoppykoreanmoviessnazzyooooooen-
dometriumbreakdown I’m learning real skills that I can apply 
throughout the rest of my life ... Procrastinating and rational-
izing.
Goldfishstupidhitgunitboyhoneyandthemooncan’tdrownblinkb
link The strength to change what I can, the inability to accept 
what I can’t, and the incapacity to tell the difference.
Vanillaincensesleepshowerstrulymadlydeeplyatmospherestar-
rynightsANDmornings It worked! It worked! I’m a genius!
To everyone else whose feet I like, and my laptop:
Wow, it really snowed last night! Isn’t it wonderful?
Everything familiar has disappeared! The world looks brand new!
A new year… A fresh clean start!
It’s like having a big white sheet of paper to draw on!
A day full of possibilities!
It’s a magical world, Hobbes, ol’ buddy…
….Lets go exploring!

Pages that will never be forgotten…

English Patient, lookout! Attack of the Deranged 
Mutant Killer Monster Snow Goons

On Meeting the 100% Perfect Girl One Beautiful 
April Morning

(she wears Jimmy Choo)
The Kite Runner, our smiling dream weaver…

AddictedtocurryKenshinPrinceoftennis 
My real Kafka on the Shore 

My Family and any Other Animals

We live in strange times.
We also live in strange 

places: each in a universe 
of our own

- Douglas Adams



     Radhika Bhuyan

       2

 radhikabooya@hotmail.com 

    Pranjali Mitra

       2

 pranjali_125@hotmail.com 

I’m just a kid…life’s just a nightmare…that’s how I felt 
walking into the gates of Kodai school…let go of people 
I love the most…met people for the first time and now I 
can’t imagine living without them…they made it beautiful 
when it was ugly, made it easy when it was hard to pull 
through…
From the goofing around in lounge to our dances to all 
the giggling…to sneak to flag green to the mile we ran 
for the last time to tea at amsa’s to fays to the crushes I 
had…to the one who finally took my breath away…I cherish 
everything…
Radhika…love you…Sri thanks for standing by me…
Tantan-giggles…Grishma…ur my hero…Johnny…you touch 
my tralala…KyuSung…ur sexy…Aswin…be good…rudi…
THANKYOU…Issam...always..will never let go…
Icchya, Yiwang, Tanvi, Yogee, Jammy, Nisham, Arun…G-
Unit…thanks for being there...

Thank you mama and papa for 
being my strength…couldn’t 
have made it without my 
teachers…you know I love you 
Miss Priya…
Will miss Kodai…

Most of our life’s a series 
of images... pass us by so 
hurriedly... But sometimes 
a moment stuns us as it 
happens.... N v kno tht this 
instant’s more thn a fleeting 
image.... V know that this 
moment, every part of it, will
live on forever- thts wat 2 yrs in Kodai feels like.
U kno it’s been sed tht v just don’t recognize the 
significant moments of our lives while they’re happening. 
V grow complacent wid ideas, things or people n take’em 
for granted and it’s usually not until it’s about to be taken 
away from u tht u’ve realized how wrong u’ve been, 
how much u need it, how much u love it. God, I love this 
place.
Pranji, Tanni, Sri, Aswin, Rich, Nova, Xio, Mo, Julian, 
Jams, Shwet, Johnny, Mithran, Nera, Ruhi- I love u all 
...always n forever. Thnx for making my 2 yrs so great in 
an interesting, weird, lovable, quirky way.



    Nerisha Bhansali

       3

nerisha410@hotmail.com 

     Ruhi Bhatia

       3

 ruhi.rouge@gmail.com

Mom ..pappy..Mesh..i love u 
!!...Ruhi..one of my oldest 
n closest friends..we’ve 
had the best and worst of 
times!!..Camy..what would 
I do without u..especially in 
BnM..hehe I love u!!..Richa..
Boots..too many fun times 
..silver inn!!...Radhika..Pranjali…we’ve had our bad 
time’s… many amazing ones..im sorry n I love u guys..
Maia..its not so bad chilling with 2 ppl!!...Tanvii..can’t 
believe it took soooo long for us to get to know each 
other..but im so happy we did…I love u!~…Vikas..even 
after getting me into soooooooo much trouble over these 
past two years, i’m gonno miss u…Aswin ..my “homie” 
haha..took us a while but i’m glad we finally become 
friends!! Lena my “roommaid” ..what would I have 
done without u..thanx for always being there during my 
sad/happy/spazzy moments..this semester would have 
been a lot tougher without u!!! soo finally we’re gonno 
graduate..thanx to everyone for always being there..
gonno miss everyone A LOT..i love u guys..

This is the end, beautiful friend. 
So snatch a piece of my wondering, and you’ll find that I 

ain’t happy, I’m feeling glad. 

I’ve realized that the sun doesn’t go down, it’s just an 
illusion caused by the world spinning around. I’ve realized 
that even if it has been darker than December, the future 
is another colour and if time doesn’t move, I will, bending 

reason because that’s all I hold on to. 

I’ll keep it up, I’ll show the haters, it’s gonna be sooner not 
later. I’ll be thought to be insane, but that’s only because 

they can’t hear the music, the bittersweet symphony far 
greater.



     Camelia Vajifdar

       3

cameliavajifdar67@hotmail.com 

     Anisha Dossa

       3

nishadossa@hotmail.com

The decision to leave my beloved 
“Bombay” & come to “Kodai” was 
one made overnight, but a choice 
I’ll never regret. Here’s to the 
people who have brought nothing 
but happiness into my life-
Anisha: My roommate for 3 
years, from picking up your pj’s 
from the floor every morning, to 
cleaning OUR room every week, I STILL don’t think I’d ever 
want to live with anyone else! I’ll miss you! Maia: After all 
the pathetic guys we shared, I hate your clubs and catfights, 
we’ve come a very long way! Today in all honesty you ARE 
my best friend! Prithvi: My undertaker, my partner in crime, 
we ‘clicked’ the 1st day we met! I Luv u. bff! Alekha: From 
the time, I hugged you without a clue of who you were, to 
actually getting to know each other. Thanks � everything! Sid: 
U r what made life a cakewalk in Kodai. My memories with u 
here will last till eternity. Thank u � everything, from getting 
me a PDA warning slip, to flying halfway across the world 2 
see me. I Love U. Sonya & Delna: My gorgeous sisters, I’ve 
had the most incredible times with you’ll! Thanks for showing 
me the ‘right’ way ^^ Mom & Dad: Couldn’t have done half of 
what I have today if it weren’t for you’ll. Thank U for standing 
by me & putting up with all my drama. 
Vikas, Jeunessa, Alishya, Nera, Gaya, Nisha, Niki, Ruhi, Nakul, 
Jeet, Ishita, & Sahil, thank u � adding to my memories in 
kodai and elsewhere!

From my very first step into Kodai I heard someone say 
theres another Bombay gal (ditz or wtv) and soon came 
across nerd, geek, sporty, mad etc¡ I have survived it all 
and wouldn¡|t want to give up any of these names!
Dad !! u probably missed me the most !! I love you loads 
n loads thanks for always loving me and never saying no 
ƒº Mum !!! If it weren’t for you I would never have ended 
up coming to Kodai which would be the biggest loss in my 
life. K I love you to bittss sorry for leaving you to survive 
neh and dad alone. Neha !! (The coolest, prettiest sister 
in the world) I love you!!! Thanks for always being there. 
Mandira, for always being a part of my life, love u.
Kodai is just incomplete without my cartel; Prithvi, 
my bff for 16 yrs can’t imagine life without you, maiii 
my actress who can make me laugh no matter whatt, 
Camyyy my roomiee can’t imagine not being ure RML, my 
biggest support, Alekha, the person I missed running too 
and wished was always with me in Kodai, I love you all 
to bitss. Every moment I cherish in Kodai was made nicer 
with vikas,nakul,farhan,toshi,nisha,gaya,niki,ishita,neel, 
jeet,rishan,grishma,nerisha,sahil,nova,ruhi. Thanks for 
making my school life unforgettable.



    Gayatri Sarin

       2

gayatrisarin@gmail.com 

    Nikita Naiknavare

       4

 nikita.naiknavare@gmail.com

Amidst the rain and fog, sunny days and starlit nights, 
the experiences I’ve had at Kodai I’ll never forget - 
senior fieldtrip, Australia, trips to Ooty, sneak, camp 
and even the occasionally fun formal. The awesome, 
irreplaceable friends I’ve made and the ‘Kodai’ moments 
which I’ll cherish forever have made these last � years 
even more special. Spazzing at canteens, strawberry-
yoghurt milkshakes and German bakery, “updates,” 
bikimaxes and lychee twirls, 7:40am…the fun I’ve had 
here is endless! But nothing would’ve been the same 
without my boyfriend, my husband, the ‘stupid’ girl, the 
secret love of my life, my drinking buddy and my p*** 
partner…I love you guys!! Not every moment at Kodai 
has been perfect but then again, you gain some…you lose 
some…and I wouldn’t give up the things I’ve gained for 

anything! I know there’s still 
a long way to go…but I can’t 
imagine a better start than 
Kodai…I’ll miss it.

Cheers to “Anything’s pos-
sible”! 
Love, friendship, family…
dreams, promises, victory… 
Cold coffee, Korean noodles 
and Cheese Dosa.
Two years on this mountain 
top, two handfuls of friend-
ships, too much to say, and too little time. Kodai is too 
beautiful for me to say I’m happy to be leaving. Laugh-
ter, love, and straight A’s … Who needs anything else?
Cheers to the Sarin Circus!
Dad, you make me roll-on-the-floor-laughing all the 
way from Bombay… Mom, I will always have your ‘sun-
ny disposition’… Gau, you’re still the bestest sister in 
the whole world… Baya, I know you love me more than 
xxxx :p… 
Cheers to my friends!
Hindi PSL, The Kennedy Crew, Roomie, sista, and my 
ultimate Superstar. You made the memories that make 
me smile. Love you guys from the bottom of my heart 
and thanks for everything.
And Finally Cheers to Kodai!
Though you’ll never match up to Mayo!



    Ishita Pateria

       6

ishita_pateria@hotmail.com 

    Nisha Tandon

       6

nisha.tandon@gmail.com

It’s been 6 years since I’ve been
here and I can’t believe that it’s
actually over. I still remember
when I first joined in 7th….lol.
Things have changed; even I am
a different person now. Kodai has
taught me that life is not worth
living unless you are willing to
take some big chances and that’s
what my life is going to be all about. Today, when I look back 
I have a lot of good and bad memories in this school. But still, 
Kodai will always remain as a huge part of my life. It has made 
me who I am today. Thanks mumma and papa for believing in 
me and for helping me reach this far. Thanks Ishan for always 
being there for me and giving me advice on everything 24/7… 
school would be a lot more hectic if it wasn’t for you. Thanks 
Nakul for making my years in Kodai so special… it wouldn’t 
have been even close to what it is if it wasn’t for you. To all 
my homies and chickas; anisha, camelia, maia, prithvi, nova, 
saffron, laura, emi, tanvi, nisha, niki, gaya, mithran, neel, ni-
kunj, vikas and jeet… thanks for everything…will miss u all like 
crazy...but this is not the end ‘cause we will stay in touch… For 
everyone else who matters or ever mattered to me… thank you 
for always being there for me and for all your support…wouldn’t 
have made it without you. Finally to the class of 2007 – CHEERS! 
And good luck for the future….mwah.

All the mementos and millions of pictures are not 
enough to capture my Kodai experiences over the 
last six years I have been here. Never again will I 
be able to experience sunshine, rain and a rainbow 
all in the span of half an hour. Or get to celebrate 
a sunny day with watermelon jello at tea break. 
Or go on a rickety Ferris wheel in the middle of a 
small town in south India with all my best friends. 
Or study Yeats’ poetry over tubs of strawberry 
yoghurt ice cream. But more than the uniqueness 
of Kodai and all my seemingly absurd memories, it 
is the people that fill my memory bank. The friends 
I’ve made here make Kodai feel just like home. 

To all of you who have 
made these years perfect, 
thank you. I’ll see you 
soon. 



In spite of the crying, ¡°SURPRISES¡±, endless missed calls, 
extended long weekends¡|Kodai will always be special
Daddy! My bestfriend thanks 4spoiling me rotten¡| having 
soooo much faith in me¡|from the time I opened my 
eyes I love you Ma, �giving my life meaning, making me 
the person I am today¡|from the time I could breathe I 
love you My gorgeous Didi thanks 4being perfect¡|always 
being there&updating me with shopping! From the 
times you¡ve pulled my hair I love you Maisie �looking 
after me, wiping my tears, making me laugh, being the 
bestest friend ever¡|from the 1stweekend I climbed into 
your bed crying I love u¡|Anisha 4being my longest best 
friend my angel¡|From the time we played in sand pits 
I love you¡|Camelia...My partner in crime¡|godmother 
of my child¡|have had all my firsts wit u! From the time 
of ¡°choppylayered inversions¡±! I love you Alekha...�the 
bestest yrs in Kodai &always being there 4me! From the 
time we spoke during admissions I love you ¡°Frog¡± 4being 
everything I could ask 4&more¡|4being my ¡°reason¡± 

from the moment we met I 
love u ¡°Tea¡±�understanding 
my silence, being all that I 
need¡|from the time u gave me 
stitches on my 7thbday I loveu 
Nakul and Sahil for being the 
brothers I never had!
JeetNeraNovaVikasNikkiNisha-
GayaIshitaI LOVE YOU

     Maia Sethna

       4

icedoll_22@hotmail.com 

     Prithvi Hirani

       3

 devil_gal89@hotmail.com

They say that the friends you make 
in Kodai last a lifetime. I’m not 
surprised…I’ll miss all the *excite* 
lunches, *stupid girl* jokes, endless 
bicky-max /gossip sessions, Daddy;
Thanks for being the best Daddykins in 
the world…spoiling me rotten & being 
sooo patient, I wouldn’t have made it 
without you! I love you! Mom, I hope 
I’ve made you proud, thank you for
guiding me every step of the way. I love you! I thank Kodai for 
giving me the pleasure of being yours. Kartik, our 3 years together 
were my best, I love you. I’d be nothing without my support 
system in Bombay; Farah, Nandita, Jihan, Vora; I love you.
My guardian angel, my little sister, my best friend, my roommate; 
Prithvi, From the very first day I woke you up, the times you confiscated 
my phone, you cleaned my entire closet & the times you crawled into 
my bed because you were scared, I love you with all my heart and trust 
you with all I have. My noisy, messy, talented, sexy neighbor; Anisha; 
from the very first time you made me wear * figure hugs * & took me to 
* outfits *, & said * hot lagech, FC approves…the shorter n hotter*I love 
you. My ‘sworn enemy’, ‘fake’ best friend, my doctor, & now, Soulmate; 
Camelia, from our rocking nights at jb jams, to “put on the geezer & 
switch off the AC”, till the summer you moved in, I love you! Alekha; 
from kindergarten, cathedral & the cartel I love you… Nova…being my 
first friend here, my best friend and silly, My sister-in-law; Gayatri, 
The one person I trust the most; Nisha, my gorgeous Jabalpur..naaa 
Bombayite; Ishita, my Nicolas lol; Nikita, Vikas,Neel,Fp,Nakul,Jeet,
Nerisha,Maela,Saffron, Misol,Mrs.D & everyone else who matters I love 
you! Thank you for making my moments here at Kodai unforgettable* 
sniff sniff * xx



    Saffron Wiehl

       8

 saffronw@gmail.com 

     Laura Miller

       1

millerlaura4@gmail.com

ACHILLES
I want what all men want. I just want it more.
I’ll tell you a secret - something they didn’t teach you 
in your temple. The gods envy us. They envy us because 
we’re mortal, because every moment might be our last. 
Everything is more beautiful for the doomed. You will 
never be lovelier than you are right now. And we will 
never be here again.

CARO- My first best friend in Kodai. I hope we haven’t 
corrupted you too much. ;-) 
SAYANG- My freaking awesome sister! Our crazy ideas…
I have no idea what I’d do without you.
RUSHIKA- ICE CREAM!!! Haha! Too loud, too crazy, but too 
fun. For real.
SAFFRON- GYMKHANA! Lets keep that on the D.L. ;-)

PINK ELEPHANT! I’m glad we 
got so close fugly!
KELLY- Tree house, Combos, 
and lots of gummy bears. ;-)
LEAH- STRAWWSS!!! LLAMAS!!! 
Hugs and kisses to the cross 
country best. 

Paper bags and plastic hearts
All are belongings in shopping carts
It’s goodbye
But we’ve got one more night
Let’s be happy and drive around
And make peace with this empty town
We can make it right

Throw it away
Forget yesterday
We’ll make the great escape
We won’t hear a word they say
They don’t know us anyway
Watch it burn
Let it die
‘Cause we are finally free tonight

Tonight will change our lives
It’s so good to be by your side
And we’ll cry
But we won’t give up the fight
We’ll scream loud at the top of our lungs
They’ll think it’s just cause we’re young
We’ll feel so alive

To my beautiful Nova, we knew that being ourselves in high 
school is the most impossible thing on earth, but because of 
you by my side…I survived it. Best Friends Forever-Ducky
To Sean, my high school sweetheart…I slipped on your kiss 
and fell in love. Thanks for showing me the unimaginable.
And to everyone else.. Umesh, Laura, Sayang, Leeza, 
Uttara, Jeet, Maela, Vikas, Maya, Lashynna, Rudi, Rushika, 
Zain and Tanja..you’re all the soundtracks to my last eight 
years here.



Mom, Dad, Grandma, my sisters, I’m finally graduating..!! 
I think I have made a right choice to come here although 
I missed you so much. I couldn’t have done it without 
your support! Thank you and I love you~

My dear sisters! I can’t write all your names here.. sorry.. 
I really care so much about you guys! Don’t do anything 
stupid when I graduate.. and I hope our great plan works 
in the future.. hehe.. I will miss you guys a lot! 

AMIS and specially 7th & 8th period “Jobless” club 
members!! You have given me the most valuable 
memories in my senior year at K.I.S… 

Jet, Tyson, Bruce and Kumpy.. Thanks for putting up 
with my nonsense all the time… 
I don’t know how I’m going to 
live without you mumble.. 
We shall be together again as 
soon as I establish my Daud 
Institution! And my murder 
list shall be complete!

In between class and in
between break, in between
lunch and in between tea,
in between practice and in
between study hall, in
between rest and in
between sleep, in between
tears and in between joy, in between boys and in 
between girls, in between fights and in between 
hugs.....I won’t be there any more

But

In between capillaries and in between arteries, in 
between plasma and in between oxygen, in between 
the septum and in between veins, in between cells 
and in between nerves, in between the brain and in 
between the stomach, in between blood vessels and 
in between water, in between hair and in between 
teeth….I am omnipresent!

     Maya Varadaraj

       9

maya.varadaraj@gmail.com

     Soo-Rim Park

       6

 soo-rim@hotmail.com



    Samantha Abraham

       14

samantha2290@gmail.com 

    Hannah Chamberlain

       6

 hkchamberlain@gmail.com

“It was the best of times,
It was the worst of times.”

 C. D.

“Trust in the Lord with all your 
heart and lean not on your own
understanding; in all your ways
acknowledge Him, and He will
make your paths straight.”
 
   Proverbs 3:5,6

Hannah, Sri, Maya & Samana…I honestly have no words that 
can really express what I want to say… Disney, formals, 
fieldtrips, priv (yeah right), guys, not so many guys, 
Padayappa and all the other little things. I love you more 
than ever.
“The only thing that helps me maintain my slender grip on 
reality is the friendship I share with my collection of singing 
potatoes (you guys).”
    Holly, Red Dwarf II
Rudi…you’ve been awesome! Awesome doesn’t even cover 
it…I love you Rudz!!! Just because you’re gonna be all the 
way in NZ doesn’t mean you’re getting rid of me now, k?!
Shreya…how can I ever thank you enough? I love you more 
than words can say…you’re wonderful.
Baron…what can I say? Life’s never been more entertaining. 
And you’re beyond brilliant, in more ways than that.
Everyone else…you know who you are if you’ve gotten me 
through this semester! I love you guys! 



    Baron Collins-Hill

       1

 mandobaron@gmail.com 

    Sung-Yeup Kang

       2

color_fulo@hotmail.com

“Well, Art is Art, isn’t it? Still, on the other 
hand, water is water. And east is east and 

west is west and if you take cranberries and 
stew them like apple sauce they taste much 
more like prunes than rhubarb does. Now 

you tell me what you know.”
 - Groucho Marx



Scene 3,597~Act 82:
Sri: You know what; Electricity is
like the biggest scam of like
the century….what is that about?
Samana: (Aside) Oh God…here
she goes again…Mr.Navam showed
us in class today…what on earth
are you on about???
Sam: (Lapses into inaudible giggles after saying “Love you 
guys,” which is again, inaudible)
Maya: So what do you suggest that it is? The inexplicable 
phenomenon that creates light? Oh look, Sri, the God of 
Light has just entered the building!!!
Hannah: Yes, Sri, and the scammers have a society 
everything….such a clever little girl you are, enlightening 
us all….
Rudi: HAHAHAHAH (gets kicked)
Luuuuuuuuurve you all and the others who made KIS worth 
loving….
“When I grow up, I want to be just like my Daddy.”
“What lies in our past and what lies in our future cannot 
be compared to what lies within us.”
“All that is going to happen is for good.”
     Maktub.

 
 Sri Nandini Krishnan
       8

 lindt.krishnan@hotmail.com

    Samana Gururaja

       3

 samana.218@gmail.com

असतो मा सद्गमय |
तमसो मा ज्योतिर्गमय ||
मृत्योर् मा अमृतं गमय |
ॐ शांति शांति शांति ||

From delusion lead me to Truth
From darkness lead me to Light
From death lead me to eternal life.
Om. Peace. Peace. Peace.
   -Sanskrit Prayer

True beauty lies in complete paradox,
Possibly a rainbow in the night sky.



    Praerana Gyawali

       4.5

praerana_gyawali@hotmail.com 

    Icchya Gyawali

       4.5

 icchya@gmail.com

Shopping for school, conscious about shopping because 
of excess luggage, packing, leaving home anxious, 
traveling for six hours, arriving in Coimbatore, getting on 
the bus, the smell of Palani, two hours up the mountain 
to this place! This write up surely cannot be a summary 
of five wonderful years here and great memories that 
I have. It sure has been a long and tiring journey and 
surely is worth it at the end and thanks to all of you who 
helped me through this. From the beginning till now, it’s 
been great and the memories have been splendid and 
priceless. 

“When there are lines upon my face from a lifetime of 
smiles, when the time comes to embrace for one long 
last while, we can laugh about how time really flies, we 

won’t say goodbye, because 
true friendship never dies. 
You’ll always be beautiful in 
my eyes.”

The first time I was going 
to a boarding school, I was 
crying under the blanket in 
the middle of the night…and 
it was my dad who told me 
how my school years were 
going to be some of the best
days of my life…and I guess he was right… 
Staying away from home since KG, this is the first time 
I truly have realized why Mamu/Babu, Ama/Baba & 
Akkoama/Akkobaba sent us (Icchu and me) to boarding 
school at a young age and I owe you a big THANK YOU…
also, thank you for supporting me throughout…
Also, to INDY… thank you for making this place so 
awesome…I will really miss you…and love you guys…
Adi & Ali (my spazz friends) will miss spazzing out with 
you…
Also, to my other friends….thanks for everything…
 Amul, Riu, Icchya and Mahima…world’s greatest 
people…thank you for always being there…Love you so 
much.



“5 yrs of precious remembrance 
saved for rainy days…few 
scenes from my life where mo-
ments mean more...Memories 
encrypted forever”

Amalala-my inspiration…Love 
you more than words can ex-
press! Acho’s and Ashim L –The 
World’s greatest!! Ashim Yiwang-my other half...best thing 
life ever gave me was YOU. I Love you regardless of our dif-
ferences!! Johnny-The best Kodai ever gave me.. love ya 
always! Tenzin, Zimbi, Yoezar, Thinley, Jamyang, Namcha, 
Maybar,Yangchen,Jurmey,Pema’s,Zee,Raychen,Ricksel - 
always be there for each other no matter what!! .::Bhuta-
nese Pride::.
Panny n Sherry- been awesome knowing you all..We’ve 
had our moments which shall be cherished..always best 
buddies!!AA a.k.a Cheme,Lama,Matyas,Vivek- AA for 
life^^Been amazing knowing you all, keep making music 
and living the dreams!!!
Moni-My first roomie n friend…Will miss you alot…the best 
days are spent here with you, Peru, Ichu,Mabs
Neel, Toshi, Karan, Jamz, Kumpi, Arun, Bubu, Imcha, Mitu- 
Kodai wud have been different without you’ll…Thanx for 
makin’ it meaningful!!!...
Rain-Live, Laugh, Love…significant 12!!

    Namzay Kumutha

       5

namzay_kumutha@hotmail.com

    Yiwang Pindarica

       5

 ypindarica@gmail.com

“Memories keep those we love close to us forever”

AMALALA-Words are never enough to thank u for 
everything…love you la..
ACHO’S & ASHIM-thank you for supporting me and for 
always being there.. 
Namz- “my other half”, I rly can’t imagine life without 
you!! Love u!
PINDY- � years together was awesome! gonna miss you’ll 
the most!! See u all in Canada! ^^
SF- u’re one in a million, thanks for always being there.
Mithran, Karan, Johnny, Jammy – will never forget u’ll.. 
Lama, Jamyang, Thinley, Namcha, Tenzin, Yangche, Zimbi, 
Pema, Maybar, Wangta’s- Thanks for the unforgettable 
memories which I will always cherish! 
Lastly to my CANDY- Despite all the ups n downs thank u

for being the reason I smile, 
for being the light in the dark 
n for all that u’ve given me… 
Everything was definitely 
worth it!! I’ll never forget you 
n the memories we’ve shared!! 
CANDY forever! 



    Divya Maben

       6

 divya2710@gmail.com 

    Mithran Gopinath

       5

 mithrang_13@hotmail.com

So as you read this know my friends / I’d love to stay with 
you all / Please smile when you think of me / My body’s 
gone that’s all // A tout le monde (To all the world) / A 
tous mes amis (To all my friends) / Je vous aime (I love 
you) / Je dois partir (I have to leave) // If my heart was 
still alive / I know it would surely break // Moving on is a 
simple thing / What it leaves behind is hard
 -Megadeth

Harold and Kumar for making the greatest friendship the 
greatest relationship…….

143, Thank u, Butterfly, Unicorn, 26th, 23rd, 2nd, as I 
look back at my life at K.I.S I realize I will miss u the 
most…..

Thank u to my parents for 
everything…… Someday I will 
make u proud

Moving on is a simple thing, 
what it leaves behind is hard 
- MEGADETH
2006 ~ november ~ Butterfly 
~ 2 ~ coolness ~ FGD ~ 
teamgorgeous ~ 23 ~ 26 ~ 
lounge ~ pucca ~ supergirl 
~ Canada ~ satellite ~ 
bandroom ~ princess ~ goat 
~ you ~ gonnabearound ~ nagarcoil ~ Harold&Kumar 
~ walktoremember ~ kovalam ~ 508 ~ 310 ~ Beatles ~ 
middleschool ~ zea ~ babyness ~ polkadots ~ library 
~ purple ~ 13 ~ love ~ friendship ~ lies ~ lessons ~ 
drama ~ hickies ~ tears ~ sleepovers ~ FBD ~ regrets 
~ angel ~ Wissy ~ UB ~ eternity ~ memories ~ may ~ 
2007 ~ Mithran – it’s been a long journey and you have 
made this whole ride worthwhile. Saying goodbye 
would be the hardest thing so I leave promising our 
paths will cross again. Always and forever ~ Mom & 
dad – thanks for all the support and encouragement 
wouldn’t have made it this far if it wasn’t for the 
two of you. Deepa - Even though you’re miles away, 
thanks for helping me through this journey every time 
I needed someone to pull me back up. Love you loads. 
There are 2 tragedies in life - one is to lose your heart’s 
desire and one is to gain it – George Bernard Shaw



    Prinston Wilson

       4

 prinstonw@yahoo.com 

     Monisha Mukhija

       5

 monisha_1111@hotmail.com

First of all, I would like to thank mom and dad for 
giving me the opportunity of these five years in 
Kodai. Thanks so much. I love you both to death. 
My brother Adi - thanks for always being there 
through rough times and I’ll miss you alot. Namzay 
– my first roommate and friend at Kodai. Thanks for 
always being there for me through these five years. 
Love u loads girl. Will miss you loads. SooRim – my 
Daud and my neighbour. Thanks for the two words 
you always used on me. Lol. And I had a lot of fun 
tempting you for dinner outside. I’ll miss you a lot. 
DaJung – you fool!! My ex roommate and closest 
friend too. I know you’re not here anymore but I 
just want you to know that I love you like crazy and 
I miss you loads. Thanks for always being there for 
me and I’ve had the best times in Kodai with you. I 
don’t know what I would have done without you. 

To all the people I haven’t 
mentioned because of the 
word count, you’ll know 
who you all are and thanks 
for being there when I 
needed you all.

The amazing people, the 
diversity (Koreans and Indians), 
the great food (rice n dhal), the 
diversity in music (heavy metal 
or hip hop, non stop) and the list 
goes on. Hmm… My obnoxious 
room-mate for 3 years, Toshi, 
whom girls find extremely cute n
quiet…quiet…how the? 
But TP (toshi-prinston) all the way man. Nakul, I remember 
the times back in 9th grade sittin in Cilly’s apartment to 
skittle shots to nights sittin up in the room laughin at each 
other.simply. Psh... Neel, whose always crackin sumin makin 
peepz laugh. Johnny, I thought you were in all my classes 
but guess you had a busy schedule (student lounge). Namzay 
and Divya who’ve always been there to talk to. Mithran, 
a few words for you man- the ambassador. You got me 
rocked there! N valentine when I was down- mmmm. Maia, 
Anisha, and Camelia, true chillers. Shaan n Nisham, thanks 
for helping me in accounts n saving me from boredom in 
other classes. Shweta n Grishma, Rem chad buds? But I’m 
sure Grishma hates me for my inappropriate behavior on 
the boat? Praerna, I still don’t know how to spell your name 
right but great havin someone to talk to in English. Aswin, 
put it this way, I’ve never seen a guy write a commentary in 
1� mins n pass. Eunice, who really helped me in my senior 
year even though you’re on the other side of the world. All 
I can say is you’s amazing!



7:30 stil slepin!•outta drm n 2mins
•groom n kenedie prt 2 a.k.a ‘B’
•ceireal•black tei•egz•sleepie
•mndai mornin blewz•loker•cnt 
fnd buks•no pens•frgt thumdraiv 
•late fr claz•trdie•eng buks
•can t• reed•qu i ze s• ju rn l s 
•comntre iz•diceplene-s l ip
•papaji muah•bel•hindi movie 
dekengay•dhoop mein chalain
•sona hai• nay panda•gosip
•bel•lait fr nsci•treple tardy•safedh choo$ni•tests•asainmntz
•labs•quadrat•bumbai shoala•tropical animals strippin
•haha•sleepie•bimbo•huh•kenshin chukin paper n touchin duck
•monisha ritin comntries boutda raperz ina msn laif•subzie 
trin 2 reedem•jelly jaelaus•big-belie tryin n smrty-pnts
•nauty•bel•mel fishie-higgiez•bnm bulocz•gumornin ma frnz
•lol•cais studiz•jevel saiz•vry ntreztin•snort•shooba n 
brameenie dun tlk•bel•econ shouts•EE•IA•arteclz•fat grphz
•malnutretiondn peigon foot makenaut•duck jaelaus•stinks
•megadeth•cnt sei ova mount jonie peik•rong gaytri mantr
•bel•math $^kz•cum 2day•ull gt 7 ntha IB•stats•TI-89•zebra
•traingalz•snrtz•sm@k!n aint kewl•last sum•maya“bramz ai 
beat u”•bel•hngry•chikn•rukha-sukha roti•vege-yukkie•sunie 
lunch•mel sanvich•nushi lap-sleipz•kris bear-hugz•chicooo
•squiral-fud•stud-laung grass napz•grp hugiez•aurnge kandie
•bieki max•paneer•implie•aim cho chouyi•crtoon ntvrk•bel
•vaena•vai dun u cum 4 practice•blah-blah•dunno weir 
‘Sa’ iz bt vil nt stp breyin•argh•PE•bsktbal•voliebal•trak
•runin ‘whtz tht’•socca•hokie-pokie•goalie•diskuz throu•frt
•subhai “quien f shrt-putt n lng-jmp”•mile•eintramuerals
•dominoez yummm•mai panda atakz•duck n ‘chaand’ mushy 
talkiez•omg•RAP sngz-mai laif•fanaa•chik-flicz•meimriez ofa 
geisha•drm meitin•wrk•MILK yumm•wheit-flaikz
•poridge•mis haum•wrk•6:00 a.m. sleip•waik @ 7:30

     Brahmini Goud
       Thodupunoori
       2

brahminigoud@gmail.com 

    Subha Hariharan

       2

 subhaahh@gmail.com



    Pooja Khiatani

       6

 sexypooj_13@hotmail.com 

     Melodi Christian

       12

ethinicollide@hotmail.com

Wow…. It’s finally time to 
graduate…. Ohhhh Nooo!!!!
My senior year has been the best 
year of KIS. Thanks a lot to all 
my teachers for teaching me. I 
thank my family for sending me 
here. A special thanks to all my 
friends for making this place
worthwhile. In the 12th grade, there were a bunch of new 
kids who came in the 11th grade and they are awesome 
people. The things that they say; Sneha Saigal, let’s go 
please! I am hungry. Ridhi Ghelani, Pooja (me), you have 
lost it! Nikita Hemani, Hi, he he he!! Pooja Sheth, Arre 
yaar, I have lots of work! Raj Ghelani, I am sick of eating 
school food! Preet Koticha, I want that, but I don’t want 
it! Shyam Kabutarwala, Let’s go cycling, let’s go cycling! 
Sanam Rawal, Ha ha, he he!. Juhi Valia, Where’s the par-
ty? Yaar! Tanvi Shangavi, I have extended essay, I have tok 
essay, I have English essay! Zainab Waheed, Yawn, Yawn, 
Snore! Snore!

Once I dropped a tear in the ocean, the day you find it 
will be the day I will stop missing all of you!

Class of 2007 rocks, Always!

Don’t remember where I was / I realized life 
was a game / The more seriously I took things 
/ The harder the rules became / I had no idea 
what it’d cost / My life passed before my eyes / I 
found out how little I accomplished / All my plans 
denied // So as you read this know my friends / 
I’d love to stay with you all / Please smile when 
you think of me / My body’s gone that’s all // A 
tout le monde [To everybody] / A tous mes amis 
[To all my friends] / Je vous aime [I love you] / 
Je dois partir [I have to leave] // My heart lub-
dubs for you / I know it will surely break / And 
my memories left with you / There’s nothing 

more to say // Moving on 
is a simple thing / What 
it leaves behind is hard 
/ You know the sleeping 
feel no more pain / And 
the living are scarred



    Zainab Waheed

       4

 x_rose40@hotmail.com 

     Tanvi Shanghavi

       2

tanviiiii@hotmail.com

I was new when I entered this school, but I tried not to 
give up. Now when I look behind I can say with pride 
that I left something for the best that I got here in Kodai 
school. Today I have got the best friends I could ever 
get: Zainab, Yogee, Rudi and Sri. My little and the most 
naughty friend - Sanam. I can’t forget the best and the 
worst times that we saw in this school together and thanks 
for standing up for me every time I needed you guys. I 
am also going to miss my crazy roomie Tanvi D. Thanks 
to Pooja.S, Pooja K, Ridhi, Raj, Shyam, Sneha, Preet, 
Nikita, Juhi, Rachel, Maybar, Sasha, Shweta, Grishma, 
Radhika, Pranjali, Issam, Asif, Samantha, Samana, Maya.
V, Hannah, Subha, Brahmini, Melodi, Nakul, Ishita, Shaan, 
Spoorthi and Shiny for being there with me always. Love 
you loads…Class of 2007 ROCKS!!!

Kodai has given me lots of
memories…good & bad…that I’ll
never forget. Thanx 2 ALL my
friends who helped me make the
BEST out of KODAI…
Thanx 2: ma crazy roomie � ma
last 2 yrs,Pooja K…� da food & 
goin hyper randomly…Tanvi S.
� EVERYTHIN…Love u �eva…Yogz
& Rudi 4 everythin..EMiLY, 4 being there thru ma roughest 
times!!Sri, Sam, Hannah, Lokesh, Mel, Butool, Tanvi D., Bonita, 
Kristy, Sasha, Riddhika, Mode, Ketsa,Sejal,Carry, Keta, Pema, 
Ridhi, Raj, Sneha, Pooja S., Shyam, Nikki, Preet, Sanam, Priya And 
ma freshies:Rachel, Juhi, Reshma, Vidya, Rushika… Mr& Mrs.C, 
Ms. Roy, Mrs. J, Mr. & Mrs. Winfred, Mr. Sam, Shreya…& Mrs. Priya 
4 bein ma advisor..ALL ma bestfrendz at home; Humey, Maheine, 
Shaheen, Sharpy, Nau, Axmyl…� supportin me al da time…ma 
whole family…
Most of all thanx 2 my PARENTS � givin me such n opportunity..and 
of cuz ma brothers, Dhombe & Thuthey, aka Ismail & Mo, 4 ‘bein 
there’ durin ma first few years…Love U all LOADS!!! 

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the 
things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the 
bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds 
in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover. – Mark Twain



    Yogee Pandya

       4

yogsta_369@hotmail.com

    Rudi Haeusler

       3

djducky_8@hotmail.com

Well Mum and Dad, I guess you were right. You said that 
“Son, you shall enjoy it here” and guess what, I admit 
it, I love it! Thank you so much for all you have done for 
me, from bringing me up to dealing with me. Love you 
Mum and Dad!

Now for the others, I can’t call you guys “friends”, I 
mean what you have been to me is so much more than 
mere friends. I feel I need to invent a new word for 
you guys, like, “totally-radical-funky-peeps”! Yogee, 
thanks for everything, we had good times. Sri, again 
what can I say, love you and thank you so much. Tanvi 
S, Zainab, Samantha, Hannah, Samana, Maya V, Shreya, 
and everyone else, all of you mean a whole bunch to 
me. Thanks for everything, everyone!

It’s been one heck of a ride, 
it was fun, but now that it’s 
over it’s time to get off. But 
there are still all the other 
rides, so no stopping here. 
Next ride here we come!

Woahhhh!!!! 

It’s been one hell of a trip 
here in Kodai. Met awesome 
people in this place and 
made quite a bit of friends. 
Yeah I’m gonna miss you 
all especially Rudz…Damn,
white boy, we had a killer time. Tanz, Sri, Jumey, 
Samantha, I guess I finally found real friends huh? 
Somalian (Aswin), damn, roomies since God knows 
when, can’t believe I’m gonna say this but I’m gonna 
miss you man…good times…To all the dudes I missed out 
you know who you are…it’s been nice here…but finally 
time to break free….

Oh and playin basketball was fun too….

Thanks mummy, daddy, bro, sis, and aunty for always 
being there for me. I wouldn’t be where I am now or 
who I am now without you guys. Love y’all, don’t know 
what I would’ve done without you guys. Thanks dad, 
Honesty creates Caliber and dad, you can always count 
on me...enough sentimentalism…I’m outta here!!!



“The Road goes ever on 
and on down from the 
door where it began. 
Now far ahead the Road 
has gone, and I must 
follow, if I can, pursuing
it with eager feet, until it joins some larger 
way where many paths and errands meet. And 
whither then? I cannot say.”

“The Road goes ever on and on, out from the 
door where it began. Now far ahead the Road 
has gone, Let others follow it who can! Let 
them a journey new begin, But I at last with 
weary feet Will turn towards the lighted inn, 
My evening-rest and sleep to meet.”

 – J.R.R. Tolkien

    Anusha
  Veena Janarthan
   
   2
 

somebody_once_told_me@hotmail.com

    Kristina Schlegel

       2

 kristinaschlegel@gmx.net 

Thanks to my family, to Anusha for being 
such a good friend who has always been 
there for me, Ye Won for being the best room 
mate ever, Tanja for the encouragement and 
motivation, as well as Brahmini, Subha and 
Melodi for all the fun. 



    Vidya Balakrishnan

       11

vidyabalakrishnan@gmail.com 

    Lisa Perkins

       5

acrossthesea_mk@yahoo.com

“There is nothing like returning to a place that remains 
unchanged to find the ways in which you yourself have 
altered.” 
 - Nelson Mandela

Kodai is a place where you feel at home immediately 
and miss, like home, when you leave. But when you 
come back, it feels as if you never left. 

Over my many years here, I have watched countless 
people come and go, as well as coming and going 
myself. The people here have meant the world to me 
and I will never forget any of the wonderful people that 
I have met here or the amazing life lessons learned 
along the way!

“As we go on / we remember 
/ all the times we / had to-
gether / As our lives change / 
come whatever / we will still 
be / friends forever.” 
 -”Graduation (Friends For-
ever)” - Vitamin C

“Step with care and great tact
and remember that Life’s a 
Great Balancing Act. Just never 
forget to be dexterous and deft. 
And never mix up your right foot 
with your left.
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed!
(98 and 3 / 4 percent guaranteed.)
KID, YOU’LL MOVE MOUNTAINS!”
--Dr. Seuss.

Mum and Dad: I am just as shocked as you are! I finally 
made it! I love you very much.
Rohan: Thanks for adequately scaring the heck out of me! 
Lisa: “Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow we diet!” I’ll 
miss you!
Sarah: “It is better to be hated for what you are, than to 
be loved for what you are not.” -- Andre Gide. Take care 
of yourself.
Sangeetha: I quote the great Oscar Wilde, “Life is far too 
important to be taken seriously.” You’re the greatest.
Jess, Priya and Aaron: My tenth grade buddies! Thanks for 
baggin’ me out. Always.
For everybody who cared enough: Thank you!



    Vijay Baby Joseph

       9

 babyjosp@yahoo.com 

    Vignesh Gandhiram

       14

 vigneshg88@gmail.com 

Firstly, I thank my mom and dad for everything; 
secondly, I thank all my school colleagues and 
teachers for making life at KIS a successful 
one.

BEST OF LUCK TO THE CLASS OF 2007

I never think of the future;
it comes soon enough. 

 -Albert Einstein

NOTHING



    Saiprasad
        Panchapakesan

       10
 
 sai.kis@hotmail.com

    Jason VanHaltren

       5

vanhaltren_jay@yahoo.co.in



    Neeraj Lalwani

       3

 neeraj.lalwani@gmail.com 

    Fareena Contractor

       3

 fun_d_mental89@hotmail.com

Thanks Mom and Papa and 
everyone who made the last 
three years memorable.
I love you.

“Be more concerned with 
your character than your 
reputation, because your
character is what you really are, while your reputation is 
merely what others think you are” – John Wooden

“Experience is a hard teacher; it tests first and teaches 
afterward” –Unknown 

“Education is what remains after one has forgotten 
everything he learned in school.” – Albert Einstein 

“Beginnings are usually scary and endings are usually sad, 
but it’s everything in between that makes it all worth 
living.” - Sandra Bullock in “Hope Floats”

Cheers!



    Farhan Parekh

       2

farhanparekh@gmail.com 

    Wontae Chae

       8

nasty69_wt0315@hotmail.com

I’m happy to have made 
the mistakes I did that 
landed me up in Kodai. It 
was great to be in Kodai, 
loved the times, and loved 
the people. I’m sure one 
day I’ll look back at the days I spent at Kodai and 
think “those were the days”, but hey as much 
as I hate to say this: I’m gone, “far far away”, 
and as they say at McDonalds, “I’m loving it”!

“I’ll just tell you that I’m having the ride of my life 
right now. It is so great. I wish you could feel what 
I’m feeling right now and put it in the water systems 
and everybody could drink it, and we would all love 
each other a whole lot more; I’m telling you.”
 -Jamie Foxx



    Kyu-Sung Sim

       5

 bt1_show@hotmail.com 

    Min-Gi Kim

       5

corners666@hotmail.com

zzz...
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Special thanks to
(in order of appearance):

     Mrs. Wendy Brown
     Mr. Billy Yesudian
     Mr. Eric Francis
     Mr. Mike Sewell

Thanks also to those who 
contributed photographs 
directly or via Facebook 
and Flickr

   
   Is it done?
  Finally?
 Hail Adobe! I wanna do

 this again
 next year.

Richa

Kumseok

Bu
too

l

Je
et

Yiwang

Nee
raj

Namzay

Amrutha

 Computers make
   you sleepy...
     especially
          at 10 pm

  (Wannabe 
   editor) My
    excuse for 
     staying out 
       late every 
        night! Hah!

We the best!
Late night, 
straining our 
eyes, music, 
Pepsi, chips...

   Now I can 
have some time   
  for my cauli-
     flowers!

Om...

        “Yes, 
    Mrs. Brown,
we’re on our way to    
  the computer lab 
      right now...”        
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Congratulations Neel and the Class of 2007
If you can keep your head when all about you

Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,

But make allowance for their doubting too;

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,

Or being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;

If you can dream - and not make dreams your master;
If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim;

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same;

If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build ‘em up with wornout tools;

If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,

And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you

Except the Will which says to them: ‘Hold on!’

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings - nor lose the common touch,

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;

If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run -

Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And - which is more - you’ll be a Man my son!

- Rudyard Kipling
             All the very best always and all our love: Mom, Dad and Varun



Congratulations Samantha and the Class of 2007

Samantha, we are proud of you. God Bless. - Pappa, Amma and Jessa





Wishing you all the best and may success be by your side wherever you may go. 
Love,

Mom, Dad, Anita, Paurin, Shreeyas and family

To Prithvi and the Class of 2007

Congratulations on your graduation.
Here’s wishing that all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Pa & Rohan.

Dear Shweta,







The Cheese Shop

G.K. AGENCIES, 33/5, 4th Floor, Devadi Street, Mylapore, Chennai – 600 004, Tel: 24940658, 24954979
MARIA AGENCIES, 138, Pycrofts Road, Royapettah, Chennai – 600 014, Tel: 284481508, 9381041070

KRISHMAN ENTERPRISES, West Maradepally, Secundrabad , Tel: 9848123480
PHILIPS TRADING CO., Kudaradally Janata Road, Vytilla, Cochin, Tel: 04842301986

PHILIPS TRADING CO., House No. 856/4, Flat No. 1, 3 Sparrows Building, New Sky Line Tower, 
Virginia Park, Porvorium P.O, Bardez, Goa 403 521, Tel: 0832 2415518, 9326142708
SRI JAYARAMAN AGENCIES, # 18 Ranger Office Rd. Kambam., Tel: 9894719056
BALAJI DAIRY, #61, 3rd Cross, Thirumanagar, Pondicherry – 13, Tel: 9842327077

SHRUTHI ENTERPRISE, 401 – Bafna Courts, Ponnurangam Road, opp. Telephone Ex., R.S. Puram, Coimbotore
ADITHYA ENTERPRISE 66/17th Cross, Vasanth Nagar, Bangalore – 560 052, email: adityaenterprises@hotmail.com

G.R. ENTERPRISES, 1st Rathu Palace, Commercial Complex, Lakshmi Nagar, New Delhi - 110092, Tel: 09837471939, 098101119391
BAKSHAY & CO, Rustum Court, Dr. Annie esant Road, Worli, Mumbai – 400030, Tel: 022 56625152

GANPATHY ENTERPRISES, 6 Lyons Range 4th floor, Kolkata – 700001, Tel: 033 22211869, 22214533
ALPHA DISTRIBUTORS, M.N D’Zouza compound, Behind Solo India Co., Kherani Road, Saki Naka, Anderi (East), Mumbai - 400072, Tel: 022 28526504

Kodai Dairy Products Pvt. Ltd., Fern Hill Road, Kodaikanal-1 Tel: 04542-240293, email: kodaiche@rediffmail.com

“Congratulations Vidya and the Class of 2007”

The year 2007 marks Kodai Dairy’s 34th year in business, as a local family-owned Dairy in Kodaikanal. Commencing 
with just six suppliers, the factory was officially opened in 1973. In the early days horse-drawn wagons used to 
collect 50 liters of milk per day, seven days a week. At present we have a throughput of 15,000 liters/day of milk 
and manufacture approximately 400 tonnes of cheese per year. From the beginning our goal was to make good 
Natural cheese. The result “KODAI CHEESE” – the complete line is made with the freshest milk, experience and from 
authentic recipes. 

We have successfully utilized whey, the so called waste created in the cheese-making process for making organic 
manure being used on the property. All vegetation, fodder, flowers, fruit and other trees etc. are grown on our 
property  using the manure we produce and by treating the effluents we create. The aim has only been to create and 
leave behind a better environment for future generations. 

Kodai Dairy Products is always working towards upgrading quality and will shortly achieve accreditation with HACCP 
and ISO 9000. This is a program set to ensure food safety measures are followed.

This family venture is consistently growing. Today “KODAI CHEESE” is introducing new products and tastes that your 
whole family will enjoy. Kodai consumers have enjoyed this natural cheese for years and have spread the word. Now 
you too can be part of the Kodai Cheese’s success story. After all, Kodai Cheese has a word of mouth reputation to 
uphold… one that started some three decades ago. 

COLBY CHEDDAR w DIET CHEDDAR w EDAM w EMMENTHAL w ESTRA SHARP CHEDDAR w GOUDA 

GRATED PARMESAN w GRUYERE w HAVARTI w TASTY CHEDDAR w PROVOLONE w JALAPINOS CHEDDAR w KODAI BLUE 

TRIPLE LAYER w PERPPER w CHEDDAR w CHILLI CHEDDAR w BOCAN CHENI MOZZ w PIZZA w MASCARPONE 

CREAM CHEESE w RICOTTA w CHEDDAR CHEESE w MOZZARELLA CHEESE w SMOKED MOZZARELLA

Kodai Dairy Products Pvt. Ltd. 
OPP. Venus Cottage, Observatory Road, Kodaikanal, Tel: 04542-245494
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With best compliments from

Jeyakar Offset Printers Pvt. Ltd.
fine art photo offset printers and calendar manufacturers

Registered office & factory at:
54, Chairman A.S.K. Thangaiah Nadar Road,
SIVAKASI - 626189
Ph: 272139 



Phone: (0���2) 2�0008, 2��006
Tele Fax: 2��006

Mobile: 9��39-98711
Res: 2�1 �89

Email: kodaikurinji@sacharnet.in 

Kurinji
Tours and Travels

IATA ACCREDITED AGENT

(Internationally approved travel agency)

Service offers:
• Air tickets – international and domestic (Instant computer reservation) • Passport • Visa • Train, ship and bus tickets

• Accommodation all over India • Package tours • Eco tourism • All kinds of vehicle hire • Accept all credit / debit cards
• Money changes • 2� hours service •Across the counter

Daily package trips Kodaikanal to
• Chennai • Pondi • Bangalore • Kodai Road • Madurai • Coimbatore • Ooty • Mysore • Munnar • Cochin • Tirupathi • Rameshwaram

• Kanyakumari • Trivandram

Kurinji Tours and Travels
Hill top Towers, Club Road 
Kodaikanal – 62� 101



Memories...







KODAIKANAL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Seven Roads Junction, PO Box 2�,

Kodaikanal 62� 101, Tamil Nadu, India
tel: (91) ���2 2�7 �00
fax: (91) ���2 2�1 109
email: contact@kis.in

www.kis.in

A non-profit, multicultural, Christian organization registered # 181-6970 of 1996 under section 2� of the Companies Act 19�6

KIS... over 100 years in global education


